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LINCOLN BUNCE SPIESS is Associate Professor at Washington University, St. Louis, where he was instrumental in the building of the Gaylord Library, one of the most important music libraries in the United
States. Author of Historical Musicology, published by the Institute of
Medieval Music in 1963, his major field of research is medieval music,
particularly the emergence of polyphony from the ninth to the thirteenth
century. He has just received the Archibald Davison Memorial Medal
for Musicology, 1964/65, one of the Harriet Cohen International Music
4wards. Some years ago, when he began to spend vacations in New Mexico, his interest in Indians, pueblos, and mission churches led him to
wonder what had gone on in those churches musically. Although he was
told that "you can't find out anything, because of 1680 and all that," he
"just casually began to learn something about the history of New Mexico,"
and about two years ago found that he had accumulated enough material
to begin writing about church music in Spanish New Mexico. The subject now has him "so fascinated that I must pursue it to its logical conclusion."
Educated' in Oklahoma, REX L. WILSON is currently an archeologist
of the National Park Service in Richmond, Virginia, where he administers the River, Basin Salvage Archeology program in twelve southeastern states. He has also served at National Monuments in Oklahoma,
Wyoming, and New Mexico, and his work at, Fort Union from 1958 to
1960 inspired the article published in this issue.
PAIGE W. CHRISTIANSEN is already known to readers of the NMHR.
Now Assistant Prof~ssor of Humanities at New Mexico Institute of
Mining and Technology, his "love of New Mexico culture and history
comes naturally" after a boyhood spent in ,Santa Fe. During 1964 he
had two publications to his credit: Of Earth and Sky, a history of
NMIMT, and Mosaic of New Mexico's Scenery, Rocks, and History
(see To BE NOTED, page 68). While working for the founding of an historical society in Socorro, he came into contact with a number of "oldtimers" who had items of historical interest, among them a typed draft of
Potter's Reminiscences.
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[OVERLEAF] The Annunciation, from Missale Romanum, Antwerp, 1612. Title page
and pages of music from same reproduced on pp. 9-1 I, infra. The title page is unusual for a Plantinian missal in not having any engraving. Courtesy Dr. L. Voet,
Museum Plantin Moretus, Antwerp.
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CHURCH MUSIC
IN SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY NEW MEXICO
LINCOLN BUNCE SPIESS

EVEN IN RUINS, the impressive beauty of the seventeenth-century
mission churches in New Mexico, is visible witness to the northward spread of the zeal of the Franciscan friars. Yet we have little
tangible evidence of church music' used in these same splendid
buildings. Certainly plainchant must have been used because of
its integral part in the liturgy of the Church. Moreover, when we
remember that polyphonic choral music was in its golden age in
both Spain and Mexico at the turn of the seventeenth century, it
hardly seems credible that the New Mexican friars could have
paralleled the architectural endeavors of their brethren in Old
Mexico without also emulating their choral achievements. Musical
instruments were used in European churches arid in religious processions in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries/ and we know
that they were used in much the same way in the Spanish New
World, including Mexico and New Mexico.
Throughout the centuries plainchant-or plainsong-has been a
component of the liturgy and there is no doubt that it played its
usual part in the missions of New Mexico from the start. By 16261629, when Fray Alonso de Benavides was serving as head of ~he
Custody of the Conversion of St. Paul, Indian choirs were being
used, as had/been done in Mexico in the preceding century. In his
writings Fray Alonso implies, and on occasion makes specific mention of the existence of such c4oirs, as well as of the singing of
masses. 2 Although chant manuscripts on parchment do occur in
Europ.ean music into the eighteenth century, and it is possible for
such manuscripts to have reached New Mexico, most of the avail-
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able liturgical books must have been printed ones. s Graduals, antiphonals, missals and breviaries were obtainable from European
printers from about 1485, and from Mexican printers from just
after the mid-sixteenth century.4 Printing of liturgical books in
Mexico, however, came to an abrupt end between 1589 and 1604.
About 1573, as a result of the completion of the monumental Antwerp Polyglot Bible, Christophe Plantin received a special privilege from Philip II for the printing of liturgical books for Spain
and her dominions. Plantin himself does not seem to have abused
this privilege, but for two centuries thereafter the Plantin firm,
which was carried on by the Moretus family after Christophe Plantin's death in 1589, did provide large numbers of liturgical books
for Spain and her empire. It may be that the virtual monopoly held
by the Plantinian house had a restraining effect on Mexican liturgical printing. 5 As time went on the colonies were discouraged
from prodUCing commodities that competed with those of the
homeland. Although the Plantinian publications were not from
Spain itself, they did come from a Spanish-controlled country and
were forwarded through the Hieronymites of San Lorenzo in
Spain.
Did any of these Plantinian liturgical books reach the northern
frontier of New Spain in the 'seventeenth century? The list of
supplies brought to New Mexico in the wagon train when Father
Benavides came as custos in 1626 includes the follOwing item: 6
Por once Misales de los nuevamente reformados,
en cuadernos, a quince pesos cada uno,
For eleven Missals, recently revised, bound,
at fifteen pesos each

cIxv pesos

165 pesos

Beginning about 1570, the title pages of liturgical books include
the following phrase, or a variant of it: ex decreto Sacrosancti
Concilij T ridentini restitutum, "restored in accordance with the
decree of the Holy Council of Trent" [1545-1563]. Therefore,
"Los nuevamente reformados" must refer to Tridentine revisions.
It seems unlikely that these missals were of Mexican origin,be-
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cause the only printed Mexican missal is dated 156 I. 7 The missals taken to New Mexico in 1626 probably came from Europe,
although it would be presumptive to make a definite statement
that they were Plantinian, since Tridentine missals were also
being published in Venice by Giunt~ and by Liechtenstein. It is
true that the Plant~n-Moretus firm was more of a specialist in
missalia, as opposed to graduals and antiphonaries, in addition to
holding a special privilege from the Spanish Crown. There were,
of course, difficulties between the Netherlands and Spain during
the last part of the sixteenth century, and after 1576, the year of
"the Spanish Fury," the How of liturgical books from Antwerp
was interrupted. Between 1576 and 1625 the Plantinian press
made only two shipments to .spain. These consisted of a consignment of breviaries in 1607, and, in 1615, a larger lot containing
the following items: a) thirty-six missals in quarto, and b) two
separate entries of one hundred missals each, in octavo. s Could
the eleven mis~als on the Benavid~s supply list have been part of
this 1615 shipment? At the moment it is not possible to decide
this question, and the answer must await further exploration
and documentation. 9 The accompanying plates from the 1612
Plantinian Missal (quarto) illustrate the kind of volume which
could have been sent to Spain in 1615.
At the present time there are two Plantinian missals still in
New Mexico. Both lack title pages, but they probably date from
1690 and 1726.10 In addition, one of the few known inventories
of the furnishings of a seventeenth-eentury New Mexican mission church mentions by name Plantinian missals at Socorro in
16 72 : 11
Mas, dos misales plantinianos, nuevos,
que· valen en la tierra ochenta pesos
Also, two new Plantinian missals,
worth eighty pesos in the land

80 p.
80 p.

Since we know that Plantinian liturgical books were in New
Mexico in the 1670's, it seems reasonable to suppose that they
may have been there earlier.
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Modern missals usually include primarily the music of the
Preface for the more solemn feasts, the Pater noster, and the
Exulte~ and Blessings for Holy Week, all sung by ,the priestcelebrant exclusively. The Plantinian missals do contain material
. for the choir as well, but apparently only the chants in which
the priest would participate. Up to now we have more documentation for the missals used in New Mexico than for graduals and
antiphonaries, where the choir chants proper are to be found.
As noted earlier, the province was settled at the apex of a golden
age of choral polyphony in most of western Europe, in Spain,
and .in Mexico. The dominant Spanish composers of the midsixte~nth century were Cristobal Morales and Francisco Guerrero; Tomas Luis de Victoria, one of the greatest figures of sixteenth-century choral music, represented a later generation. The
Mexican choral school is less known, probably because there are
few modern editions of their works. 12 Perhaps the most important
Mexican composer was Fernando Franco, whose work in Mexico
dates from after 1575. Other significant representatives of the
Mexican school were Juan de Lienas in the second half of the
sixteenth century, and Juan Gutierrez de Padilla, ca. 1610-1673.
The Mexican school developed out of the highly successful
use of music in Christianizing the Indians during the first decades
after the Conquest. By 1600 there was an extensive polyphonic
literature which is stilI preserved in the archives of Mexico. The
Franciscan missionaries sent to labor in New Mexico surely would
not have turned their backs on a chor?l development which had
been so successful in furthering the indoctrination of the Mexican
Indians. Although the rigors of life on the north~.rn frontier may
not have been conducive to an immediate use of this method, we
should expect such a development to have taken place at the
earliest practical moment-perhaps by the 1620's-or at least the
first steps in that direction. Although the destruction of the early
archives of New Mexico in the Pueblo Revolt of 1680 deprives
us of detailed data on the use of choral music in New Mexico
during the seventeenth century, enough information is available
to make it clear that it was used. The same pattern emerged again
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in the latter part of the eighteenth century when Franciscan friars
founded the California missions, and some of the music they used
there is still to be found in California archives.
But how are we to fill in this New Mexican lacuna in the record
of polyphonic church music? We can learn much from documents
already familiar to the general historian, such as the Memorials
of Fray Alonso de Benavides, the Verdadera Relacion of ;Fray
Esteban de Perea, and from various inventories and lists of supplies in Mexican and Spanish archives. The most serious lack at
the moment is that of actual polyphonic music manuscripts, although the documentary evidence .indicates that they did exist.
Unfortunately the documentary evidence has often been misinterpreted with regard to musical terms. For this reason the true
nature of the music performed in the early mission churches of
New Mexico has not been properly explained or understood. For
example, the term canto de organa, used by Benavides a number
of times, actually means "polyphony."13 Yet his translators have
rendered it variously as "organ chant," "organ singing," or "singing with organ accompaniment." These readings not only give an
inaccurate picture of the character of New Mexican church music
in Benavides' time, but minimize the capabilities of the Indian
choirs-to say nothing of the false impression about the existence
and use of organs! The most important passage regarding polyphony in the 1630 Memorial occurs in Benavides' description
of his reception of a Navajo-Apache chief at the church in the
pueblo of Santa Clara. After a ceremonious exchange of arrows:
Yo, por divertirIe, mande a los cantores que cantasen la Salve de
canto de organa, can toda 1a solemnidad, y con trompetas y chirimias, y asi revestido en e1 altar cante 1a oracion ....
To entertain him I ordered the singers to sing the Salve [Regina]
in polyphony, with all solemnity,' and with trumpets and shawms,
and so, vested, I sang the prayer at the altar .... 14

Supply lists and inventories of the period include references to
wind instruments, sometimes in "sets," and these were obviously
intended for use in accompanying polyphonic singing, by doubling the parts in the normal European manner of the time. I shall
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say more about this presently when I discuss instruments, but
h<:;re I wish to emphasize the fact that the very existence of such
sets of wind i.llStruments is a further indication of polyphonic
performance of church m~sic in New Mexico, or at least an effort
in that direction.
Choral polyphonic was still being done largely from manuscript copies of "part books."15 Because of the loss of the pre- 1680
archives, no New Mexican music of this kind has been found as
yet, but the Benavides supply list contains a provocative item
which may ~ell refer to manuscript choral music: 16
Por cinco libros antifonarios compuestos por
fray Jeronimo Ciruelo de la Orden
de San Francisco, en un cuerpo
For five antiphonary books composed [or compiled?] by fray Jeronimo Ciruelo of the
Order of St. Francis, in one volume

xl [pesos]

40 [pesos]

The reference to "five antiphonary' books" may be to five part
books (see note 15). It is, however, puzzling that they should
have been bound together in one volume, unless they were intended for use as a master copy from which the friars would copy
into their own part books such pieces as they required. Whether
FatherCiruelo was the actual composer, or simply the scribe, must
remain for the moment an unanswered problem. "Compuesto"
.
could mean either.
What was New Mexican polyphony like? The many examples
of Mexican polyphony which have come down to' us from this
period are in a highly developed contrapuntal style, reminiscent
of continental Spanish polyphony.17 On the whole this style is
more elaborate than would have been practicable for use in a
new and still primitive province. It seems more likely that most
of the music would have been written by local Franciscans who
knew the capabilities of their charges. This was what happened
a century and a half later in the California missions, and, as mentioned earlier, some of this music is still preserved in California
archives. 1s A passage in Perea's Relac'ion may point to at least one
friar in New Mexico capable of writing such polyphony.. Fray
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Roque de Figueredo is mentioned as being "eminente en el canto
eclesiastico, contrapunto y llano."19 Now one might be mentioned
as a fine singer of plainchant, or a fine performer on instruments,
but it would be unusual to be described as "eminent in contrapuntal choral music" except in the sense of a composer of such
music. If this passage does mean that Fray Roque was a composer,
he could well have provided music for New Mexican churches
after his arrival with Custos Perea in 1629. Moreover, since he
came from Mexico, the possibility that there may be as yet undiscovered music by him in Mexican collections cannot be over100ked.20
(PASION SEGUN BAN JUAN)
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Fray Alonso de Benavides' reception of the Navajo chief with
instrumental music accompanying vocal music brings us to the
third aspect of New Mexican music to be discussed here. Before
Benavides' arrival we find little significant mention of musical
instruments, unless we wish to include some children's flutes and
"Paris trumpets," in addition to the military trumpets referred to
in the Onate documents. 21 Beginning with his time, the frequent
mention of instruments, sometimes by name and sometimes in
general terms, in various documents, including supply lists and
other inventories, makes it clear that they were extensively used
in the seventeenth-century mission churches of New Mexico. 22
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The basic wind group of the age was the double reed family:
the oboe-bassoon group in modern terms, the shawm-bassoon group
in seventeenth-century English terms, or in seventeenth-century
Spanish terms, the chirimia-haj6n group. The shawm is of oriental
origin and one of the most ancient of instruments. 23 The Benavides supply list of 1626 includes a "set of shawms with their
bassoon."24 According to the contract made in I 631 when the
regular mission-supply service to New Mexico was inaugurated,
"a set of shawms with their bassoons" was to be provide<;l for
every five friars going to the province. The use of trumpets and
trombones along with the nasal penetrating sound of the shawmbassoon family was normal in Europe at the beginning of the
seventeenth century, so it is not surprising to find that each five
friars were also to receive a "set of trumpets."25 Although the
trombone (sacahuche) is not specifically mentioned in-any of the
documents that have come to -the writer's attention so far, that
instrument was-and is-the bass member of the trumpet family
and so might well have been included in a "terno de trompetas."
The evidence for the existence of organs in the province is not
quite as clear as for that of other wind instruments. The Benavides
Memorials of I 630 and I 634 do not mention them at all. It is
more than likely that Fray Alonso would have mentioned this
instrument by name had there been one in the province. 26 Although Father Perea says that Fray Roque de Figueredo was an
organist, he does not indicate that he had an organ on which to
play in New Mexico. 27 In 1929, F. V. Scholes published a translation of a document listing twenty-seven New Mexico missions
with short descriptions of their churches and convents. The actual
date and provenance of this list is problematical. The copy in
question was made in Madrid in May 1664 at the request of
Fray Antonio de Aristoi, procurator general of the Franciscan
Province of the Holy Gospel of Mexico, probably for use in
support of his negotiations to secure friars for service in the
missions. He seems to have been successful, for he took a group
of friars back to Mexico with him in 1665. The copy states that
the information was taken -from Fray Geronimo de Zarate Sal-

16
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meron's Relation, cov~ring the years 1538-1626, but on the basis
of much research and internal evidence in the document, Scholes
now believes that it describes conditions in New Mexico as they
were about 164 I .28 If this document is a reliable source, there
were organs at seventeen missions by the 1640'S. None is mentioned at Santa Fe, and this is confirmed by a 1639 report of the
cabildo of Santa Fe to the Viceroy, which contains the following
statement: "... they [the friars] say that an altar piece, an organ,
and other things have been given [to the Santa Fe church], but
they are not there."29 In the 1672 inventory already mentioned,so
we find that the Acoma church boasted "an excellent large organ,"
and since Acoma was one of the missions said to possess organs
ca. 164 I, this might be considered further partial confirmation of
the accuracy of the undated document copied in 1664.
What were the organs in New Mexico like? The typical Spanish organ of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was a onekeyboard instrument without pedal, the keyboard having a compass of from bass C to a-2, i.e. the second A above middle C. The
pipes were usually enclosed in a cabinet, the doors of which were
open during playing of the instrument, ~~e cabinet acting as an
aid in projecting the sound. Ordinarily there were a limited number of stops, or sets of pipes. So far no evidence has been found
in seventeenth-century lists of supplies for New Mexico that
such organs were sent there, nor have any remnants or fragments
of them turned up. They could have been built in the province
from wood and leather alpne. In this case, all the instruments
would prpbably have been destroy~d at the time of the Pueblo
Revolt of 1680. Since it would have been' feasible to build the
instruments "on the spot," it might have seemed unnecessarily

[Facing] DENIS VAN ALsLooT. Fiestas del Ommeganck a Papagaya, en Bruselas:
Pracesi6n de Ntra. Sm. du Sablan (1616). Detail. Courtesy Museo del Prado, Madrid.
Musical instruments (between reliquary and image of the Virgin). from left to
right: I) Bassoon 2) Tenor shawm (chirimia) 3) Cornett (not the modern cornet, but
a member of the woodwind family with a trumpet mouthpiece and fingerholes, usually
slightly bent in shape, the tone being somewhat like the upper range of the bassoon)
4) Soprano shawm (chirimia) 5) Alto shawm (chirirnia) 6) Trombone.

"
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burdensome and expensive to ship them in "knocked-down" form
the long and arduous distance from Mexico City, even though
weight was not an insuperable problem, for heavy bells were
sometimes carried in, the wagons of the supply trains.
In any case, it is clear' that church music did reach a surprising
state of development in seventeenth-century New MexIco. The
evidence we need most, however, is the actual music used, no
matter how fragmentary. This is the current problem of research
in this field. One might talk romantically of New Mexican "Dead
Sea scrolls," but from the practical point of view it is more likely
that any' surviving remnants will qe found in Mexican archives.
When this project began a few years ago, even finding documentary evidence seemed unlikely. Now perhaps it may be possible to find actual music.
'

NOTES
From the musical point of view, the most famous painting showing
such a procession is Gentile Bellini's Procession of the Guild of St. John
Evangelist in St. Mark's Square (Venice, 1496). Although it is too small for
study of detail, the most accessible reproduction of this is in D. Grout, A
History of Western Music (New York, 1960), p. 262. There is a larger reproduction in Istitutioni e monumenti dell' arte musicale italiana (Milano,
1931), vol. I.
2. See 1. B. Spiess, "Benavides and Church Music in New Mexico in
the Early 17th Century," Journal of the American Musicological Society,
vol. 17 (1964), pp. 152-56, for bibliographical data concerning the Benavides Memorials of 1630 and 1634; and excerpts from the 1630 Memorial
in Spanish with English translations.
3. In 1964, Washington University at St. Louis, Missouri, acquired a
parchment antiphonary which clearly dates from the eighteenth century,
since it contains a mass for Our Lady of Guadalupe authorized under Pope
Bendict XIV (d. 1758). The notation is also characteristic of that in
printed chant bookS of the eighteenth century.
I.
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4. The British Museum, which probably has the largest collection of
liturgical books, has many such printed editions dating from the late fifteenth century on. See "Liturgies" (Latin Rite) in British Museum: General Catalogue of Printed Books, vols. 138-39. For a series of facsimile
pages of printed liturgical books beginning with the 1480's, see Das Musikwerk, vol. 18 (Koln, A. Yolk, 1960); also in an English edition, as Anthology of Music, vol. 18, available from Leeds Music Corp., New York. For
Mexican liturgical books, see Lota Spell, "The First Music Books Printed
in America," Musical Quarterly, vol. 15 (19 2 9), pp. 50-54.
5. The last liturgical book printed in Mexico until the eighteenth century, except for the Pasiones by J. Navarro (1604), was an Antiphonario
(Mexico, 1589). See J. Garda Icazbalceta, Bibliograf£a Mexicana del Siglo
XVI (Nueva ed., Mexico, 1954), p. 397.
6. Archivo General de Indias (cited hereinafter as AGI), Contaduria,
leg. 726; translation in F. W. Hodge, G. P. Hammond, and A. Rey, Fray
Alonso de Benavides' Revised Memorial of 1634 (Albuquerque, 1945), p.
114·
7. For a facsimile of the title page of this 1561 missal,. see L. S. Thompson, Printing in Colonial Spanish America (Hamden, Conn., 1962), p. 24.
Although there is no refere~ce to the Council of Trent, the use of a "new
order" and "many new masses" is mentioned. A check of vols. I and 2 of J.
T. Medina, La Imprenta en Mexico, 1539-1821 (8 vols., Santiago de Chile,
19°7-12) failed to show any other missals printed in Mexico to 1630' A
similar check of Medina, La Imprenta en Lima, 1584-1824 (4 vols., Santiago, 1904-07) yielded the same result. Printing in other parts of the Spanish New World is all later than 1630'
8. Archief 222 (Journal for 1615), fol. 8v. For this information, as well
as facsimiles and much additional assistance in Plantinian matters, the
writer is deeply indebted to the gracious and continuing help of Dr. L.
Voet, curator of the Museum Plantin-Moretus, Antwerp. Dr. Voet is engaged in extensive research on the history of the firm and plans publication
in 1965 of a study on the Plantinian House.
(
9. The author is preparing an article on printed liturgical books in
New Mexico which will explore this matter further.
10. One of these has a license date of 1689 and is in the collection of
the Cathedral of St. Francis in Santa Fe. In accordance with the pattern
for other Plantinian missals, the probable date of publication would be
either 1689 or 1690' Historically, therefore, this missal is of great importance for New Mexico because it could have come into the province at the
time of the Reconquest by de Vargas. The second is a composite volume,
probably dating from 1726. The main section lacks a title page; subsidiary
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'sections have title pages dated 1724 and 1725. This is now in charge of the
Curator of Spanish Colonial Art, Museum of New Mexico.
1 I. Biblioteca Nacional, Mexico (cited hereinafter as BNM), MS 19/
422, 1671-72 (Leg. I, no. 34); translated by F. V. Scholes and E. ]3. Adams,
"Inventories of Church Furnishings in Some of the New Mexico Missions,
1672," Dargan Historical Essays (Albuquerque, 1952), pp. 27-38.
12. At this writing the following music is in print: Jesus Bal y Gay,
ed., El C6dice del Convento del Carmen (Tresor de la Musica Polif6nica
en Mexico,yol. I, Mexico, 1952); Stephen Barwick, ed., Motets from Mexican Archives (New York; ca. 1952) and The Franco Codex of the Cathedral of Mexico (Carbondale, Ill., 1964). The best introduction to the subject
is Robert Murrell Stevenson, Music in Mexico (New York, 1952),' unfortunately out of.· print. Two unpublished doctoral dissertations contain extensive music and represent major research in the field: Stephen Barwick,
Sacred Vocal Polyphony in Early Colonial Mexico (2 vols., Harvard University, 1949) and Alice E. Ray, The Double-Choir Music of Juan de
Padilla (2 vols., University of Southern California, 1953).
13. The term canto de 6rgano apparently came from the medieval term
organum which, among other meanings, signified polyphony from the
ninth to the twelfth century. In the thirteenth century the term discantus
(discant or descant) displaced organum as the normal Latin term for polyphony, and along with this change a new and better-organized type of
polyphony began to emerge. In Spain the older term does not seem to have
disappeared with the stylistic change, and 6rgano or canto de 6rgano continued to be used in the sense of polyphonic or measured (mensural) music.
Sixteenth-century treatises show that it included in its meaning both
"measured music" and "polyphony." See Juan Bermudo, Declaraci6n de
instrumerltos musicales, 1555 (facsimile ed., Kassel, 1957), fols., 48v and
134r-135v. In the eighteenth century we find it used in this sense in theOretical works. See Geronimo Romero de Avila, Arte de Canto-llano y organo 0 promtuario musico . . . (Madrid, 1761). Part IV of this work treats
"de La Especulativa, y Practica del Canto de Organo, segun el moderno
estilo."
14. Fray Alonso de Benavides, The Memorial of Fray Alonso de Benavides, 1630, Tr. by Mrs. Edward E. Ayer; annotated by F. W. Hodge and
C. F. Lummis (Chicago, 1916), pp. 73-74. Cf. note 2, supra.
15. A "part book" contains an individual vocal part for several "part
songs" or for choral works such as motets. These part books were most
commonly in sets of five: soprano (or discant), alto, tenor, and bass, with
the book for the less frequent fifth part being simply "quintus" and usually
in a baritone range. The original manuscripts of most choral music and
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secular part music from this period are found in this form and must be
transcribed into modern notation and the parts fitted together into a mod. ern score. On occasion one of the part books may be missing or, on the
other hand, only one part book of a set may be found. Either way the transcribing scholar has his problems, although even a single part book may be
better than nothing at all!
16. AGI, Contaduria, leg. 726; translation in Hodge, Hammond, and
.
Rey, p. 119.
17. The two major archives for this music are those of the cathedrals of
Mexico CitY and Puebla. See also note 12, supra.
18. Some of this Californian music has been published by Owen da
Silva, a.p.M., Mission Music of California (Los Angeles, 1941). The style
is simple, quite harmonic, and within the capabilities of modest choirs.
19. "Eminent in ecclesiastical song, contrapuntal and plain." Fray Estevan de Perea, Verdadera Relacion (Sevilla, 1632); Lansing B. Bloom,
"Fray Estevan de Perea's Re.lacion," NMHR, vol. 8 (1933), pp. 211-35,
includes a translation and a facsimile of the title page.
20. This possibility, as well as that of music by Fray Geronimo Ciruelo,
is currently under investigation by the writer. [It is unlikely that Ciruelo
was ever in Mexico, since his name does not appear in Fray Francisco Antonio de la Rosa Figueroa, Bezerro general, menologico y chronologico de
todos los religiosos que . . . ha avido en esta Sti:t. Prova. del Sto. Evango.
desde su fundacion hasta el presente ana de 1764, MS in Ayer Collection,
Newberry Library, Chicago. Fray Roque de Figueredo was a native of
Seville who profe~sed in the Convento Grande at Mexico City on July 9,
1600. Figueroa, pp. 158,247' EBA]
21. G. P. Hammond and A. Rey, Don Juan de Oiiate, Colonizer of
New Mexico, 1598-1628 (2 vols., Albuquerque, 1953), vol. I, p. 222;
History of New Mexico by Gaspar Perez de, Villagra, Tr. by Gil~rto
Espinosa (Los Angeles, 1933), p. 136.
22. A publication honoring the distinguished musicologist Willi Apel
on his seventieth birthday will include an article by the writer: "Instruments in the Missions of New Mexico, 1598-1680," to be published early
in 1965.
2 3. TIle shawm appears in western European miniatures of the thirteenth century. See La Musica de Las Cantigas (Madrid, 1922), transcribed by J. Ribera y Tarrago, plates 31, 33, 39. There were two basic
shapes to the shawm: 1) with a bulbous' "bell" somewhat similar to the
modern English horn (tenor oboe); 2) with a Haring "bell" lpoking somewhat like a modern trumpet, although it was always played with the bell
towards the ground. The latter is the one most commonly found in the
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sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. The instrument was of wood
and played with fingerholes.
24. "Un terno de chirimias con su baj6n." AGI, Contaduria, Leg.
726; Hodge, Hammond, and Rey, p. 115, where chirimias is incorrectly
rendered as "flageolets."
25. BNM, MS .19/4°3,1631 (Leg. 1, no. 9). Translation.in F. V.
Scholes, "The Supply Service of the New Mexican Missions in the Seventeenth Century," NMHR, vol. 5 (1930), p. 103. Here chirimias is incorrectly read as "clarions," a now obsolete member of the trumpet family.
26. There is a problematical reference to an organ at San Felipe pueblo
in 1609. Fray Agustin'de Vetancurt, Teatro Mexicano (4 vols., Mexico,
1870-71), vol. 4, p. 137. There is some doubt about the date. See F. V.
Scholes and 1. B. BIo~m, "Friar Personnel and Mission Chronology,
1598-1629," NMHR, vol. 19 (1944), p. 329; Hodge, H.ammond, and Rey,
PP·259-60 .
27. See note 19, supra.
28. AGI, Audiencia de Mexico, leg. 306; translation in F. V. Scholes,
"Documents for the History of the New Mexican Missions in the Seventeenth Century," NMHR, vol. 4 (1929), pp. 46-51; E. B. Adamsand A.
Chavez, The Missions of New Mexico, 1776 (Albuquerque, 1956), p.
19on .
29. C. W. Hackett, ed., Historical Documents relating to New Mexico, Nueva Vizcaya, and approaches thereto, to 1773 (3 vols., Washington,
D.C., 1923-37), vol. 3, p. 72.
30. See note 11, supra.
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MR. CATRON'S NAMESAKE

Hennessey, Okla.

7.26'96

Mr. Thomas Catron
Santafee N.M.
Dear Sir

I know you will be surprised when receive
this little letter-but as I am a namesake of yours and
every time I see your name in the papers I think how I
would love to see you and see what kind of a looking
man you are: Do you remember I guess some fourteen or
fifteen years ago clearing a man by the name of Gibbs
for murdering a man I dont know his name in Springer
New Mexico. Well Mrs. Gibbs thought so much of you
my Mother says that she beged my Mother to name me
Thomas Catron we were then living in Lass Vegas
N. M. I dont know where Mrs. Gibbs is we havent
heard of her in eight year. Now if it is not too much
trouble write me a little letter and send me one of your
pictures. I will send you one of mine if you want it then.
I am thirteen years old herding cattle in the' Cherokee
strip.
Please excus the liberty I take and
oblige me by answer with respect
I am
THOMAS CATRON HANCOCK

adress Hennessey Kingfisher County
Oklahoma
[University of New Mexico Library, Catron Letters, PC29, 102, Box
28. Letter No. 16, 161. Written in a w~ll-formed hand on ruled paper.
Courtesy Dr. Victor Westphall.]

\
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REMINISCENCES

OF THE SOCORRO VIGILANTES
CHESTER D. POTTER

edited by Paige W. Christiansen

INTRODUCTION

THE

of the Vigilante movement in Socorro, New Mexico,
has long remained hidden. Citizens of Socorro whose ancestors
participated have been reluctant to give details. The few documents
which resulted from such a movement remain hidden or have been
destroyed. While some information has been culled from newspapers, the circumstances surrounding the activities of the Vigilantes
remains obscure.
In 19 I 3, Chester D. Potter, who' was director of the Civil Service
Commission in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, wrote and published his
eyewitness account of the Socorro Vigilante movement. Potter had
lived in Socorro during the turbulent days of the 1880'S and was
himself a reluctant member of the Vigilantes. Beginning on May
25, 1913, his story began publication in the Pittsburgh Dispatch as
a four-part article. It is one of the significant accounts of Socorro at
its peak of the Vigilante movement. Although it was published, it
remained buried in the files of an eastern newspaper and has not
been discovered by historiansof Western America or of New Mexico.
The manuscript came to the attention of this writer through the
Socorro Historical Association. Mrs. W. J. Eaton of Socorro holds
a copy of the original manuscript which was to sent to Colonel
E. W. Eaton for his editorial comments. Colonel Eaton was the
founder of the Socorro Vigilantes. The copy gave no indication
where the article was to be published, but upon investigation it was
located in the Pittsburgh Dispatch. The copies of the Pittsburgh
STORY
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Dispatch in the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh are incomplete and
part three of the story has not been found in its published form.
The ~anuscript is more than the story of the Socorro Vigilantes;
it is a piece of Western Americana. The picture of early Socorro is
unequalled. The romance, color, and violence of that raw frontier
mining town comes alive in the hands of Potter.
-Paige W. Christiansen
REMINISCENCES

COL. THOMAS BENTON CATRON, the senior United States Senator
from New Mexico,! could qualify as an expert on "lynch law." The
Senator, with characteristic modesty, has not confided to his colleagues, during cloak room chats, the fact that thirty years ago he
was escorted by "Vigilantes" to a railroad station and threatened
with a rope should he return.
Congressman Ferguson of New Mexico,2 also, could add a chapter to the Catron incident, and others which distinguished that
exciting period. Having been present at the time, I can say that the
action taken by the "Vigilantes" was entirely unjustified; It happened in Socorro, New Mexico, in 1882, and was the only occasion,
as I remember, when the Committee of Safety, (popularly called
"Vigilantes") brought its power to bear upon a perfectly innocent
person. Senator Catron vividly remembers his experience, a fact he
recently admitted to a newspaper friend.
At that time Socorro was one of the frontier outposts. Lawlessness
and disorder ruled, largely because of race. troubles due to the enmity existing between Americans and the native Mexican population. The machinery of the law was in the hands of the Mexicans,
who refused to act when crimes were committed against American
citizens. When A. M. Conklin, edito~ of "The Sun," was shot by
the three Baca brothers, Sheriff Garcia refused to order their arrest
or to deputize others for the purpose until he, himself, had been
made an Ameriqm hostage in order that he might be compelled to
do his duty.
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It was then that Col. E. W. Eaton, who at the age of 85, is still a
resident of Socorro, organized the "Committee of Safety," which
took the enforcement of law into its own hands. This committee
which had the tacit endorsement of the highest territorial officials,
was composed of the reputable Americans of the town including in
its membership, bankers, clergymen, merchants, ranchmen, miners,
lawyers, doctors, and all others interested in the enforcement of law
and order. It maintained its organization until its object had been
attained. Three years were required to rid the Sity of its criminal
element, to restore the legal machinery of law, and to impress this
fact upon the mind of the native Mexican.
During this period the "Vigilantes," by the desperadoes characterized as the "stranglers," lynched 'Tom" Gordon, Abram Baca,
Juan Alari, two others, who, without pride of ancestry contented
themselves with being known as "Frenchy" and "The Kid," and
last, but by no means undeserving of biographical mention, Joel F.
Fowler, upon whom post mortem investigation thrust the more or
less authentic glory of having killed eighteen men.
It was during this triennial suspension of the wheels of justice,
which are popularly presumed to be moved by judges, juries and
legislative statutes, that Colonel Catron, of Santa Fe, who was
recognized as the leading criminal lawyer in the territory, enjoyed
his experience with the "Vigilantes." He had successfully defended
a brother of Abram Baca, who expiated his crime at the end of a rope
attached to a corral gate-post, and what really entitled him to greater
tribute was the fact that he had the jury, so it was alleged, all of
whom were Mexicans, return its verdict while the Vigilantes, not
exp~cting such hasty action, were at supper. However, Catron had
probably enjoyed a hearty lunch and did not leave the courtroom, so
that when the jury pronounced Baca not guilty he immediately
moved for his discharge, saw him vanish through a rear door of his
courtroom, where he vaulted into a saddle, and, surrounded by a
score of friends, hit the trail for old Mexico.
News of the verdict and the disappearance of the prisoner not
only chagrined the "Vigilantes" but it more or less enraged them. In
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their opinion the prisoner's guilt had been clearly established, but
the jury dissented. They felt it their duty to give some expression to
their feelings, and, in consequence, waited in a body upon Col.
Catron at his hotel, escorted him to the Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe Railroad station, entertained him until a northbound train arrived, and confidentially informed him that should he return to
Socorro they would hang him.
Col. Catron complacently submitted to the unusual ceremony
attending his departure and confessed that he knew of no important
engagement which would bring him back to Socorro in the immediate future. However, he chided the "Vigilantes" for lack of hospitality, protesting that he had only performed his duty to his client. But
in passing, I must remark that Col. Catron temporarily accepted the
advice tendered. In time he "came back," as is evidenced by the
fact that he now wears the senatorial toga about the neck once
threatened by a hempen girdle.
The history of the California and the Montana Vigilantes has
been fully exploited, but, to my knowledge, the story of the Socorro
Vigilantes has never reached the outside world except in such fragmentary dispatches as were sent to the East, "God's Country," we
called it then, whenever there was a major mob operation. Having
been a resident of the territory from February, 188 I, to-'89, andhaving been a (compulsory) participant in the affairs I have mentioned,
it is possible for me to give the story of the "Vigilantes," together
with the names of those who were leaders of the organization, many
of whom are yet living and who have informed me that they have
no objection to my doing so.
In the early '80'S "Judge Lynch" held court in many parts of New
Mexico, but in no place did he sit so constantly as at Socorro. Murderers were lynched at Las Vegas, at Albuquerque, at Raton, and
elsewhere, where "gunmen" took human life without justification.
Coincident with the reign of the rope, excitement was intensified
by marauding bands of Apaches, "Rustlers," and an occasional stage
and train'robbery.
The influx of Americans which immediately followed the construction of the Santa Fe Railroad was not received by the natives
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with any degree of cordiality.3 While the great majority of those
who went to New Mexico at that time was composed of reputable
citizens looking for investments, principally in mining properties
and in ranch lands, there was, also, that unwholesome minority
which ever skulks along the side lines in the development of new
territory. In the latter classification were criminals wanted nowhere
e~cept by officers of the law, gamblers, promoters of the "gold-brick"
order, and others whose methods of livelihood were perilously unconventional. Without doubt these soldiers of fortune had much to
do with engendering bad feeling between the Mexicans and the
Americans, although a large percentage of the natives seemed to
have a natural antipathy toward the men from the North and the
East which they did not attempt to conceal.
The bomb of racial hatred was exploded Christmas Eve, 1880.
When the smoke had cleared away A. M. Conklin, editor of the
"Socorro Sun," the pioneer newspaper published in Socorro, lay
dead in front of the Methodist Mission Chapel, and a breach had
been created between American and Mexican, "greaser" and "gringo," which not only caused much bloodshed but required years to
heal.
Reverend Thomas W. Harwood,4 Superintendent of Missions
fm the Methodist Church, North, had arranged for a Christmas
tree for the children of his congregation, many of whom were Mexicans. The church was crowded. During the distribution of the
presents there was some disturbance caused by three brothers by
the name of Baca, nephews of Juan Jose Baca, the leading Mexican
merchant of the city. The Baca family was then, as it is now, one of
the largest and most influential in the territory. They persisted in
placing their feet on the shoulders of s9me American ladies who
occupied the pew in front of them. Several times they were asked
By Mr. Conklin to desist, and the last ti~e they curseq him vigorously and left the church. After the festivities, R. E. McFarland
and G. W. McFarland asked Mr. Conklin: to wait in order that they
might leave the church with him, as they anticipated trouble. The
editor yielded to their importunities, and when he stepped outside
the door they walked on either side of him.' As the three emerged,
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two of the Baca boys jerked Conklin's bodyguard away from him,
while the third brother, who was standing directly in front across a
small acequia (irrigating ditch), shot him through the heart. In the
confusion all the Bacas got away. Warrants for their arrest were refused by the Mexican Alcalde (Justice of the Peace) and Sheriff
Garcia refused to act. It was then that the "Committee of Safety"
was organized.
Col. E. W. Eaton, veteran of "49" and the Civil War, who had
large mining and cattle interests, was the man who took the initiative in the establishment of law and order. With a splendid record
as a soldier, scout and Inqian fighter, a man who was known to be
absolutely without fear, possessing rare judgment and deep knowledge of conditions, gained by experience, it was but natural that the
harassed citizens of Socorro were willing and anxious to follow his
leadership.
While there had been considerable race trouble prior to the killing of Conklin, Col. Eaton had taken no part in it, having been
superintending the operation of his mines in the Magdalena Mountains. His family, however, lived in Socorro, and it was on the day
following the killing of Conklin that he returned upon one of his
periodical visits. Realizing that immediate action was necessary unless Americans were to be driven from the town, the Colonel called
uponJudge J. M. Shaw 5 to ask if anything had been done to apprehend the murderers.. Answered in the negative, Col. Eaton
declared: "If the Americans permit this crime to go unpunished
they are not worth the powder to blow them to h-l!"
After talking with several citizens Col. Eaton arranged that a
meeting be held on the following morning. There was not a large
attendance. The Colonel submitted the proposition that a "Committee of Safety" should be organized for self-protection and for the
enforcement of laws which the Mexican authorities held in contempt. Only four of those present concurred in the view taken -by
Col. Eaton, the others arguing that it was impracticable and dangerous.
The Colonel, however, having decided upon his course of action,
did not hesitate, and assisted by those who agreed with him, he
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circulated a paper for the signatures of men willing to become members of an organization to be known as the "Socorro Committee of
Safety." Daily meetings were held until a majority of the Americans had been enrolled. It was realized that in attempting the arrest
of the murderers the Committee would be opposed by the entire
Mexican population.
The organization was supported by its members, was kept under
perfect discipline, devoted its efforts wholly to the interest of law
and order and the punishment of criminals, the regular machinery
of justice being under the control of these who refused to operate it.
Membership in the organization became practically compulsory
upon all Americans of standing in the community. Col. Eaton was
chairman of the Executive Committee, the associate members
being: Capt. John H, Mills, Dr. George H. Sowers, Dr. W. A.
Dobbins, Judge William Tell DeBaum and James R. Irwin. Others
prominent in leadership were: William H. Harrison, merchant
(who, it was said, had served under Quantrell); Millard Brown,
of Brown, Manzanares & Co., Bankers; J. 1. Eaton, son of Col.
Eaton; Leavitt and Watson, lumber merchants; Attorney Isaac
Tiffany; Sperling Brothers, merchants; George Waller, Sup't. of
the Torrance Mining Co.; Andrew McCluskey, proprietor of the
Palace Saloon; Orson Burlingame, E. 1. Smart, W. D. Burlingame,
Samuel C. Meek, John H. McCutcheon, Arthur Goebel, City Marshal R. M. Monroe, Henry Longuemare, Editor, John O'Neil,
James C. Beckwith, Dr. T. Davis, and Rev. Thomas W. Harwood
and Rev. M. Matthie;son. The last named gentlemen, together
with Smart, Meek, and Goebel still live in Socorro.
The "Socorro Sun" of the date Jan. I, 1881,6 published a list of
the entire membership of the Committee, and in both Spanish and
English the following :
NOTICE
To all whom it may concern: Notice is hereby given that all .
violations of peace and good order by any person or persons irrespective of nationality and condition will be meritably followed
by speedy and sure punishment.
By order of the S. C. of S.
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The Executive Committee prepared an oath, which was administered to all the members, and, a~ I remember it, it certainly was
a "corker." By-laws were adopted. They provided that when a person was charged with murder it required a two-thirds vote to inflict
the death penalty. But one man ever benefited by the two-thirds
rule, and his margin of safety, which meant life, was one vote. However, he was lynched at Deming, New Mexico, two weeks later,
for horse-stealing, which demonstrated that there had been a "miscarriage of justice" at Socorro.
Immediately after the Committee organized, Antonio M. Baca
was captured and placed under guard in the Park Hotel corral. The
second day afterward some of his friends smuggled in a revolver.
That night he shot and wounded one of his guards who returned
the fire, instantly killing the murderer. Col. Eaton was at this time
advised that Abram Baca and the other brother were hiding with
kinsmen who lived in the southern, or that part of the town called
Cuba. The "Vigilantes" were assembled, divided into four parties,
and directed to approach the adobe house in which the murderers
were concealed, from its four sides. In the darkness and confusion,
a determined resistance being expected, the "Vigilantes" began
firing at each other, and it was only after several hundred shots had
been wasted that the mistake was discovered. They then surrounded
the house and demanded the surrender of the murderers. This was
refused. ,After some parleying several sticks of dynamite were
planted under the walls and the Bacas given five minutes to comply with the order, with the alternative of going "hell-bent-skyward." They decided not to soar. It was agreed that every one inside
should pass out through one door, the other door exits being
guarded. Rapidly the inmates, among whom were several women,
passed through the lines of the "Vigilantes," who gave them close
scrutiny. When the house had been emptied and the men wanted
had not appeared, it developed that they had made their escape in
women's garb. Both were later captured, Abram being hung and
his brother acquitted through the efforts of Col. Catron. Baca, who
owed his deliverance from death to the vigorous efforts of his attorney, has in recent years returned to Socorro, where he now re-
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sides, neither the law nor public sentiment permitting that a man's
life 'shall twice be placed in jeopardy for the same offense.
Tom Gordon was the first man lynched by the Socorro Committee of Safety. This happened in 188 I. Residing in the town I
had an uncle, who had spent practically all his life in the West,
having been among the early arrivals in Leadville, Deadwood, and
other Colorado mining camps. During a visit to the Philadelphia
Centennial in 1876 this uncle fired my youthful imagination with
the tales of the daily thrills experienced by those who had moved
westward with the ever-changing frontier lines.
Socorro, on my arrival, was at the zenith of its "~oom" days.
Gold and Silver had been discovered in the Socorro, Magdalena,
Sierra, and Black Range Mountains, and the town was full of prospectors, ranchmen, and cowboys, looking for locations. The main
Plaza, while it gave frontage to one hotel, a bank, and a post office,
was fringed by a string of saloons and dance halls, the doors of
which never closed. At every bar and gaming table there was a
"waiting list," and the thirst for drink and the passion for play
seemed unquenchable. The territorial legislature had licensed gambling, each game being taxed one hundred dollars a year, payable
quarterly in advance, the proceeds to be used, for the public schools.
Every saloon was equipped with faro banks, some having as many
as a half-dozen, the other games being monte, keno, highball, "stud"
poker, roulette, fantan, and other opportunities for hazard too
numerous to mention. Then there were the private rooms for poker
parties, where the "ceiling" was the limit and where fortunes
changed hands daily.
Charles H. Utter (Colorado Charlie), who had been a friend
of "Wild Bill" Hickok, and to whose memory he had erected 'a
marble shaft in Colorado, was the head of the gambling fraternity.
Charlie was a picturesque figure. He always appeared in evening'
dress, with a silk hat, beneath which was coiled his long, yellow
hair. When dealing bank or sitting in the "lookout" chair, he permitted his blond tresses to hang loose over his shoulders. A fortune
in diamonds Hamed in his shirt front, the broad expanse of which
'was studded with other precious stones. The buttons on his coat
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and cuffs were ten dollar gold pieces and on his vest five dollar gold
pieces. And all these were set with diamonds. Whenever this
"Prince of Gamblers" found his bank-roll to be at low ebb he was
able to borrow thousands of dollars on the intrinsic value of his shirt
front and the trimmings on the rest of his raiment.
However, it may be stated without fear of contradiction that no
one ever joked with Colorado Charlie concerning his peculiar ideas
of dress and ornamentation. Though a man well up in years, of
slight stature, hands as soft as a woman's, blue eyes which seeined
to warm one with their friendliness, his career had established a
reputation for courage and gameness unsurpassed among financiers
of the Kingdom of Cards. His motto had ever been to "not pull a
gun unless you have to use it, and then to do so with diligence and
dispatch." His experience prior to his coming to Socorro had also
the effect of curbing any undesirable familiarity on the part of his
new acquaintances.
Most of the larger games, particularly the faro banks, were con. trolled by Colorado Charlie, who kept a staff of dealers, each of
whom worked eight-hour shifts, whiCh gave him twenty-four hours
play every day in the year. I remember that he once caused great
commotion by bringing back from the East with him two very
beautiful girls, who made their debut in the circle of chance as
"Maude" and "Minnie." They were installed as faro dealers at his
bank in the Monarch Saloon. And do not for a moment think that
these "unsophisticated fairies" could not deal faro! They could
"rime" the deck, box the cards, make the turns, pay and take without assistance from the "lookout" or anyone else. It followed, of
course, that everybody wanted to play at this bank; and everybody
did playas long as they had money, and most of them, apparently,
did not care whether they won or lost, so long as the girls outguessed
them.
"Minnie" and "Maude" were girls' of great poise and selfpossession. The fact that double-belted men, carrying Colt "fortyfives," blue shi.rted, with trousers of corduroy stuffed into high
boots from the heels of which came the jingle of spurs, and wearing huge sombreros, were constantly fighting for the privilege of
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transmuting their gold into ivory chips, which passed in the night,
. never feazed them. It was a winning combination, finally broken
up by the elopement of both girls, one with a faro dealer, the other
with a ranchman.
The dance halls were ablaze at night. Down from Colorado,
Idaho, and other northern camps came terpsichorean artists, who
danced and drank on commission. Among the more prominent
names I remember were "Rocky-faced Kate," "Calamity Jane,"
"Dutch Min," "Hop Fiend Kit," "Diamond Molly," and others I
cannot recall without reference to the "blue book." But I am getting
too far away from the Vigil~ntes.
While I was crossing the Plaza one night there was a fusillade
of shots, and a posse fought a bloodless duel with a fugitive who
succeeded in reaching the chaparral along the Rio Grande, a mile
distant. It was Tom Gordon, who had killed the city marshal, shooting him in the back, through a saloon window the year before.
Knowing that it would be impossible to trail Gordon through the
river bottom, a half-dozen men were assigned to watch outgoing
trains, and toward morning, he was seen to board a northbound
freight. The officers, rightly conjecturing that he would not leave
the train until it arrived at Albuquerque, boarded a passenger train,
and when Gordon emerged from his box car the next day, he found
himself looking into a half-dozen Winchesters.
Gordon, however, was game, and he refused to throw ~p his
hands until promised that he would be given a trial if he returned
to Socorro. The promise was given, with mental reservations. The
day he was returned I heard that he was to be lynched that night,
and I decided to be a witness of the execution. It was not a difficult
matter to find the rendezvous of the "Vigilantes," as shortly after
supper all the Americans were to be found going in the same direction, and by trailing along I soon found myself with them iri a large
lumber shed.
The vote to hang Gordon had already been taken, but the Executive Committee was swearing in new members. The candidates
joined hands with the members of the Committee, forming a circle
around the chairman who administered the oath. It was most excit-
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ing to a boy of nineteen, and I pressed very close to the center, when
some one, apparently with the best intentions, said: "Better get out
of here, kid, this is no place for children." I started to leave but a
dozen voices shouted: "No, swear him in, swear him in. He is old
enough to pull a rope." My uncle, Orson Burlingame, came to my
rescue but it was too late, and I was one of those who formed the
next circle, taking the oath with much trepidation. After all new~
comers had been initiated, the "Vigilantes" marched to the Court
House Plaza, in the basement of which was the jail. Gordon was
!shackled to a huge boulder imbedded in the earth. He was quickly
released, and, though he furiously resisted, was hastily hustled
down Court Street into the main Plaza and across it to a corral gate.
He did not beg for his life, but plead that he be shot. The noose was
thrown around his neck, but just before the rope was Hung over
the gatepost he caught in his mouth the fingers of "Jim" Hanna,
one of the "Vigilantes." Hanna yelled, and, with his free hand,
struck Gordon over the head with the butt of his six-shooter. He was no doubt unconscious when he was pulled up, but death had
been made easier for him. After several minutes wait Doctor Sowers
pronounced life extinct. The "Vigilantes" dispersed. The body was
cut down the next day and a coroner's jury found that he had died
at the hands of "parties unknown."
It is the general belief that aft~r one participates in a lynching
he is thereafter without conscientious scruples and that the fever
of such activities grows upon him. I do not believe this is true. .It
certainly was not my experience. The psychology of mob law no
doubt affects people differently. I know that Gordon richly d~
served his fate, and that, had he been held for trial, he would either
have escaped, or would have purchased his liberty. It was "a condition, not a theory" wh~ch had to be faced.
The oath we had taken was binding, and if a member of the
"Vigilantes" was in the city he was obliged to attend all meetings
and all executions. I remember on one occasion that Millard Brown,
the banker, now a resident of Las Vegas, failed to appear at a meeting which was preliminary to a lynching. I was one of a committee
of ten sent to his house to bring him before the executive body.
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His wife informed us that he had retired and did not wish to be
disturbed. Some one irrelevantly remarked: "Get a rope," and in
an instant Brown, in his pajamas, was on his front porch requesting
time to dress. Men who dominate such situations never hesitate.
Juan Alari was a Mexican gambler. He was lynched after confessing that he had assaulted a nine-year-old American girl.
"Frenchy" and "The Kid," former cowboys, who had made a
trail of blood from the Pecos to Bernalillo, where they robbed and
murdered a merchant and his clerk, were captured and brought to
Socorro. After being under guard several days "Frenchy" confessed;
'The Kid'" did not. They were taken into Death Alley, a narrow
thoroughfare which connected the main Plaza with Chihuahua,
the residential section. They were lifted to the top of an adobe wall,
nooses placed about their necks and the ropes thrown over the
limbs of a giant cottonwood. It was after midnight when these preliminaries had been arranged.
The scene of the execution was only a half block from the Methodist Church in the rear of which was the residence of the pastor,
who was my father, he having recently succeeded the Reverend
Thomas W. Harwood as superintendent of Missions. Someone in
the crowd suggested, probably not seriously, that "Parson" Rotter
should witness the lynching, the mob shouted· its approval, and a
score of men started for the parsonage. Father was routed out of
bed, compelled to dress, and was brought to the scene.
"Frenchy," at the portals of the unknown, lost his nerve, and
begged pitifully for his life: "The Kid" cursed him for his weakness, and when the order came to "shove them off" his last words
were: "I'll meet you---all in hell." The most exciting chapter in
the history of the '.'Vigilantes" was the capture and execution of
Abram Baca. After his escape, disguised as a woman, nothing was
heard of him for a long·time. A reward had been offered by the territorial and county officials and every effort had been made to find
some trace of the fugitive. Sergeant Gillette, of the Texas Rangers,
whose company had been detailed to patrol the Rio Grande south of
£1 Paso, was the first to learn that the wanted man was in Old Mexico. Investigation proved that Baca's hiding place was a Mexican
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village, forty miles in the interior. Most men would have hesitated
at attempting a capture so hazardous as this one appeared to be. Gillette however, was a man who knew no fear. His record as a ranger
had been one of brilliant dash. He had also been successful in love,
. having married the daughter of Captain Baylor, his commanding
officer. Satisfied as to Baca's whereabouts, he took another ranger,
by the name of Robinson, and the two leading a third horse, saddled
and bridled, forded the Rio Grande and started after their man.
They timed their ride so as to arrive at the Mexican village early
in the evening. Inquiry developed not only th~ fact that Baca was
there, but also, the complicating feature that he had been married
that day, and that the bailIe (dance), always held in celebration of
a Mexican nuptial contract, was then in full blast at the home of the
bride.
Here, again, a man who had not every requisite of courage would
have turned back. Baca had not only been found, but he was in his
relative's home, at which place had assembled nearly every male
citizen of the town, who would rally to his support at the first intimation of danger. Gillette and Robinson decided to carry the
thing through with a whirlwind bluff. They rode up to the adobe
in which the wedding dance was on, and asked for Baca. Some of
the men outside told them he was dancing but that they should
come right in and join the festivities. Gillette declined, and asked
them to inform Baca that two friends were outside with a very important message for him. The scheme worked. Unsuspicious of the
character of the message awaiting him, Baca rushed out, and, under
the compelling influence of six-shooters held by Gillette and Robinson, vaulted into the extra saddle, and an instant later the three
were racing for the Rio Grande.
Though dazed for a moment by the bold work of the kidnappers,
Baca's friends were soon riding furio~sly after him. For forty miles
the chase continued, but the pursuers never came within range.
Gillette's selection of horses had been a good one. Again fording
the Rio Grande, the rangers loped their horses into El Paso, and,
waiving the formality of extradition, wired the Socorro officials that
they would arrive at eleven o'clock that night with their prisoner.
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A later message announced that Baca's bride had followed by train
and would accompany her husband.
Word of the capture came in the morning, and all day long prep- (
arations were being made by the "Vigilante" leaders to insure not
only the safe arrival of Baca but to prevent any interruption of his
summary execution. It was believed that not only his kinsmen but
the entire Mexican population would arm and attempt to rescue
him. Every member of the "Vigilantes" was ordered to report at
headquarters, and word was sent to the miners at work in the Socorro Mountains, three miles distant, to be,on hand not later than
eight o'clock in the evening. Captain Mills, in charge of a posse of
fifty'men, was sent to meet Sergeant Gillette and the prisoner at
San Marcial, twenty-eight miles below. It was feared Baca's friends
would hold up the train and rescue him.
Late in the afternoon Colonel Eaton sent the writer with a verbal
order to George Waller, Superintendent of the Torrance Mining
Company7 charging him not to let the night shift go on duty, but
to bring them, as well as the day shift, to 'town at six o'clock, when
the shifts' changed. When I left town on this ride few Mexicans
were to be seen. They, too, had heard the news, and it was the belief that they were assembling somewhere to decide upon plans for
Baca's deliverance.
Waller was a much-discussed figure in Socorro at this time. He
was one of the few men who wore "boiled" shirts and who never
showed himself to visitors unless groomed to the minute. When I
rode up to the frame shanty which he used as his headquarters, and
asked for him, his Irish attendant, with an expansive grin and a
most fetching wink, informed me that the "Supe is making his
toolet." After a half-hom's wait, which I vainly tried to shorten,
Mr. Waller stepped forth in a yachting costume-fit to take his
position on the quarter-deck of a million-dollar yacht. His penchant
for this uniform might have been explained by the fact that his
brother had been Commodore of the New York Yacht Club.
Waller, however particular he may have been as to his raiment,
did not quibble with emergencies. He gave the necessary orders
and shortly after seven o'clock he and I were riding at the head of
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one hundred miners, fully armed, all enthusiastic over the prospects
of a lively scrap.
Arriving at the Plaza we marched our detail to headquarters,
where Col. Eaton divided' his forces and gave them assignments.
Probably six or seven' hundred men had assembled in response to
the "hurry-up" call issued by the Vigilante leader. Detachments
were stationed in different parts of the city and every street was
picketed. A half hour before train time I was ordered to accompany
Waller and fifty of his men to the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe'
Railroad station, and to personally deliver instructions to Captain
Mills as to what he should do upon his arrival. In effect these were
that the bride of Baca and her relatives who had accompanied her
from her home in Old Mexico, should be placed in the hotel 'bus
and driven to Baca's home. The prisoner, escorted by Mills' and
Waller's men, was then to be taken to jail.
When the train pulled in I caught a glimpse of Mills and his
men in one of the coaches, and before the train stopped I was on
the platform and ready to enter the car. At the door I was halted
by a slight, well-built man, swarthy of feature, with curly black
hair and eyes to match. In response to his query, I told him I,wanted
to see Captain Mills. When he said I could not enter I told him
he was mistaken.
There was a lightning flash of both his hands and from his belt
came two ivory-handled six-shooters, the muzzles of which were
against my breast. Captain Mills heard the altercation, and, coming
outside, asked what was the trouble. He introduced 'me to Sergeant
Gillette,. who relieved the tension by putting away his guns. He
was satisfied with the orders which I delivered to Captain Mills, explaining that he had Seen the crowd of men outside, and not knowing why they were there, had flagged my entrance to the car. He
said he had taken great risks in arresting Baca and did not intend to
lose him.
Baca's bride was hysterical when she was separated from her
husband and told to enter the station bus. She embraced and kissed
him goodbye, realizing that it would be the last time. The prisoner,
surrounded by the posse and accompanied by Sergeant Gillette,
I
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was marched to the main Plaza and thence to the jail. The various
detachments of "Vigilantes" were called in, and within a half hour
the entire body had assembled, ready for action.
Meanwhile, Sergeant Gillette, having been informed that Baca
was to be lynched, argued against it, urging that he be given a trial.
His appeal was ignored. Still he did not yield. Standing alone at
the foot of the steps leading down into the jail, with his back
against the barred door, he declared that the prisoner should not
be taken out unless it was over his dead body. The crowd grew restless. They respected Gillette's courage but they had no time for
discussion. "Get two ropes," some one shouted. "If you do, I'll get
a few of you before they are used," replied Gillette.
Col. Eaton and other leaders massed themselves about the courageous ranger, determined to protect him, at the same time cautioning their followers to keep cool. Realizing that he had no chance
to save Baca, Gillette finally agreed to retire if the sheriff would
give him a receipt for the prisoner. This was impossible, the sheriff
being a,Mexican. Finally Gillette accepted a receipt signed by officers of the "Committee of Safety." He then bade the crowd goodnight,and walked away.
The jail door swung open, Baca was unshackled and asked if
he had anything to say before his execution. He made no answer.
His hands were tied behind his back, a silk handkerchief over his
mouth, and he was hurriedly taken across the Plaza to a corral gate.
The bandage was removed and again he was asked if he had anything to ~ay, and again he made no reply.
Baca was a stocky chap and some difficulty was met in adjusting
the noose, when to the amazement of those present, he lifted his
head and stretched his neck so that the knot might be tied. Declining another chance to make a statement, he was strung up. The
"Vigilantes" remained until life was extinct. The body was left
hanging until the following day. No one knows whether it was
sheer courage which braced the boy in his last hours, or whether he
was paralyzed by fear. However, it is certain that few men have met
death with his unconcern.
T~at the precautions taken by the "Vigilantes" in sending Cap0
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tain Mills with an escort to meet Gillette and his prisoner at San
Marcial, and the further fact that they had massed all the members
in the city, had, it was discovered later, thwarted a determined
effort to rescue Baca. His friends, however, regarded the odds as
too great. Had they interfered, a massacre would have resulted.
The Americans were tremendously wrought up over the cowardly
assassination of Editor Conklin and were determined that his murderers should suffer the death penalty. The previous acquittal of
one of his brothers, who also had escaped to Mexico, had infuriated
them beyond expression.
Socorro during this period achieved a reputation which barred
from its limits many undesirable citizens. Not every man arrested
by the "Vigilantes" was lynched. Some we~e whipped, the punish.ment ranging from twenty to one hundred lashes on the bare back.
This method of discipline was most effective. "Big Bill" Elderton,
the town blacksmith, a man of gigantic stature and strength, benign of disposition, a church member, and, withal, a man of peace,
represented the law on such occasions. When "Big Bill" had applied the decreed number of lashes the culprit needed no further
argument to convince him that So~orro was a good place to leave
behind. Offenses which did not justify corporal punishment were
treated more leniently. Those guilty of minor transgressions were
l
escorted to the railroad, told to "count the ties," and never to return.
When "Bob" Ford assassinated Jesse James in Kansas City he
started West to enjoy the notoriety due to his having shot in the
back a man who trusted him as a friend. Socorro, for some reason,
was his objective. When he reached Las Vegas, however, he was
intercepted by a telegram which informed him that he would be
given a royal welcome by the people of Socorro, that a committee
of prominent citizens, with a supply of rope, would meet him at
the station and elevate him to a position where he could enjoy the
rarefied atmosphere of their peculiarly salubrious climate. Ford did
not continue his journey. Other desperate characters, men who had
started private grave-yards, were favored with similar warnings.
Joel F. Fowler was lynched in January, 1884. A year prior to
his translation, Fowler came up from Texas. With him was a very
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beautiful young woman whom he called "Belle," and whom· he
introduced as his wife. He had been a cowboy and a card sharp.
The woman, also, was an expert manipulator of the pasteboards
and could hold her own against all comers in any game of chance.
They had made a big "stake" through their ability to outguess "the
other fellow," and this they invested in cattle and located a ranch
west of Socorro. Fowler's herd grew amazingly fast, and, though it
was not discovered until afterwards, those of the neighboring
ranchmen decreased in a corresponding ratio.
Early in December, 1883, Fowler, who had then been ranching
a little over a year, accompanied by his wife, came to town. The
"Socorro Sun," founded by A. M. Conklin, at this time was owned
by John Blake, who, having been elected.a member of the Legislature, was in Santa Fe helping to frame laws. In his absence I was
filling the positions of managing editor, city editor, reporter and
business manager. Fowler called upon me. At that time nothing
essentially derogatory to his character was known. It was true that
on his periodical visits to the county seat he was in the habit of
absorbing large quantities of "tanglefoot," but this was a custom and
not a crime. Fowler asked to have inserted in the next morning's
paper a notice to the effect that he had sold his ranch and would
leave for Texas the following night. He asked that all persons holding claims against him should present the same at the Socorro
County Bank by noon of the next day. Leaving the "Sun" office,
he started to take a census of the barkeepers. In this work he was
given much assistance. Most everyone was willing to help, and by
eleven o'clock that night every mixologist had been registered, and
Fowler was heavily burdened with the records.
During his rounds of the saloons Fowler met the Rev. Doctor
J. H. Robinson, of the Methodist Church, South. He surprised the
Divine by asking him if he knew how to dance. He refused to accept the negative reply and insisted that Doctor Robinson was mistaken, emphasizing this conclusion with a fusillade of bullets,
which, though they did not hit the Dominie's feet, persuaded him
to do a jig.
Fowler met Justice of the Peace Daugherty a little later and gave
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him, also, a dancing lesson. After the Judge had performed he was
taken by Fowler to the Monarch Saloon for a "bracer." It was at
this time that I caught up with the procession. As I entered the
place, Fowler was standing, his back to the bar, facing the entrance.
In either hand he was twirling a revolver, pointing them at every
person who attempted to leave. I tried to back out but he insisted
that I must be thirsty. However, he kept the "drop" on the crowd
while I was "quenched." That he had no soul for music was evidenced when he refused to compromise and accept· a song instead
of a dance. So, I went through the motions while the crowd cheered.
Ed Cutler, a "tenderfoot" from Maine, the proprietor of the
"Monarch," was so much· pleased with my exhibition that he
climbed up on the bar behind Fowler and clapped time. The ceiling was so low and Cutler was so tall that he was unable to stand
erect. In this position Fowler surprised him, and, telling me I had
danced enough, he directed Cutler to do a few "double shufHes."
While it must have been very funny to watch the lean Yankee's
cramped efforts, I had had enough, and "faded away." City Marshal "Bob" Monroe and Guy Cox, his deputy, together
with John Cale, a cowman and old-time friend of Fowler's, at this
juncture came into the spot-light. After much persuasion they induced Fowler to give up his revolvers and accompany them to his
hotel. Arriving there, he insisted they should have just one more
drink before he joined his'wife, who had sent Cale after him. This
was agreed to. They entered the bar-room, and as Cale lifted the
glass, Fowler drew a knife, which the officers had overlooked, and
stabbed him. He was quickly overpowered, disarmed, and placed
under strong guard. Cale lived until morning. When dying, he
said: "Don't lynch him, boys. Take him down to the river, give him
a ducking and turn him loose."
Fowler had received something like one hundred thousand dollars from the sale of his ranch and cattle. He engaged several prominent attorneys to defend him. Though the "Vigilantes" favored his
immediate execution they finally consented that Fowler be given a
trial, but if found guilty, should not appeal. This he agreed to. The
Governor of the territory ordered out the local militia, all "Vigilan-
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tes," to guard Fowler during his trial. The jury was entirely composed of Mexicans, and as no defense was possible, he was found
guilty of murder in the first degree. The militia wa~ then withdrawn. Fowler's attorneys sealed his fate by filing an appeal fora
new trial and a change of venue. This action was regarded by the
"Vigilantes" as a' breach of faith, and the same night they unanimously voted to lynch him.
When they reached the jail, having picketed the streets, they
were temporarily checked by the fact that the key to the door was
missing. This obstacle was met and overcome by "Big Bill" Elderton's sledge hammer. As the first blow shook the steel frame, Fowler,
who, with several would-be train robbers, was chained to a big
boulder inside, screamed "murder." He did this several times, hoping that friends might come to his assistance. This was the only
evidence of nerve-shortage shown by Fowler. He came laughiI;gly
up the steps, and as he passed me, said: "Kid, I never thought you
would attend my funeral."
The "Vigilantes" took their man up McCutcheon Avenue,
named in honor of a former judge, in front of whose residence was
a huge cottonwood tree. En route to nature's gibbet, Fowler re- .
peatedly requested that he be shot instead of "strangled," as he
termed it. He was told this was impossible. He did not whine but
presented his proposition in a cool and businesslike manner.
At the tree the leaders asked for a rope and for a moment it
seemed as though this necessary item of equipment had been forgotten. However, Arthur Goebel gravely announced in broken
English that he would furnish the hemp. The evening was cool and
nearly all of the "Vigilantes" wore overcoats. Goebel removed his,
disclosing a rope wound about his body. Someone grabbed the free
end while others caught hold and in an instant Goebel became a
human reel. He was rolled some distance before the rope was entirely separated from his person. Fowler heartily joined in the
laughter which greeted this little by-play. A noose was quickly fashioned, placed about his neck, the rope thrown over a limb, and, on
being told that if he had anything to say, to say it quick, he inquired:
"Can I climb up, jump off and pop my neck?" The answer was
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"no," and then he said: "It's a damn tough country where you
have to climb for water, dig for wood, and they call corn 'mice'
(maise). I'll take my medicine like a little man." 1;'hese were his
last words.
During his trial Fowler had sent to Texas for several desperate
characters in the hope that they would be able to effect his escape.
Among others who responded was "Texas Ed" Rousseau, an old
I ' s, wh 0 was gIVen
.
"paI" 0 f Fower
ch arge 0 f th e "get-away" movement.
Hurrying back to the "Sun" office, I had just finished writing an
account of the lynching, when in came 'Texas Ed" and several of
his followers. They asked if it was true that Fowler had been
lynched. I foolishly told them that I had just finished writing the
story, but that they could not see it until it was printed. After placing a blanket curse on the "Sun's" staff, the "Vigilantes," and the
town in general, they left, promising to return and "shoot up" the
plant. I lost no time in getting in touch with the "Vigilantes'" leaders. "Texas Ed" and his gang were arrested, taken to the railroad
station, placed on a train, and told not to return unless they wanted
to join Fowler. There was no immediate reunion of these kindred
souls.
The coroner's jury, which was empanelled the next day, gave
the following verdict, which I copied at the time:
We, the undersigned, Justices of the Peace and Jury who sat upon
the inquest held this 23rd day of January, 1884, on the body of Joel
F. Fowler, deceased, found in Precinct No. I, of the County of Socorro,
Territory of New Mexico, do find that the deceased came to his death
. by reason of strangulation at the hands of persons unkno.wn to this
jury, as far as could be ascertained.
Socorro, New Mexico, January 23,1884,
Signed
William E. Kelly, Justice of the Peace, Precinct Number One
A. W. McClusky,
Thomas E. Simmons
J. L. Leavitt
G. L. Hoyt
J. H. Hilton
John Egger
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, In view of the fact that all those whose names were attached to
the verdict were present at Fowler's execution, their finding is a
document full of grim humor.
Eighteen graves, it was claimed, were found on Fowler's range.
Who filled them is not known.
Belle Fowler conveyed her husband's remains to Texas for
burial. He was the last man lyncHed by the Socorro "Vigilantes."
The "Committee of Safety" had made possible the return of law
and order. Judges, courts and juries came into action again.

THE THRILLING ADVENTURES of Col. Eaton, and his life was filled
with them from boyhood to manhood, would require more space
and more time than I 'have to give to this narrative:' However, one
incident, if it may be so lightly termed, of which I was an eyewitness, is worth the telling here. It occurred shortly after the lynching of Fowler. Col. Eaton was talking with some friends, in a drug
store, when he was informed 'that directly across the Plaza, in a
saloon operat~d by the Greenwald Brot~ers, a crowd of desperadoes
had assembled "who threatened to kill him on sight." Without asking for assistance from anyo.ne, the Colonel placed his six-shooter in
his overcoat pocket and started across the Plaza for the purpose of
making an investigation.
As he entered the saloon he saw a man waving his pistol above his
head and talking very loud. The man with the gun was "Charley"
Hill, who, with his brother, "Butch'~ Hill, had been making the
threats against the "Vigilantes'" leaders. The former immediately
threw-down on the Colonel who had got his gun out of his pocket
and was about to fire. Hill's bullet struck the Colonel's right forearm and again punctured the arm above the elbow, breaking the
bone in both places. Before Hill could fire a second shot Eaton
grabbed his gun with his left hand and fired. The bullet st~ck Hill.
in the mouth, and, as he was leaning forward it ploughea its way
through his lungs into his stomach. As he fell the Colonel got the
drop on his brother, "Butch," who threw up his hands and made
no further resistance. He was placed under arrest and turned loose
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the next day by direction of the man whose life he had threatened
to take.
Charley Hill was the victim of bad compa~y. He had attended
the Methodist Mission and was a member of one of the Sunday
School classes. When told that he was mortally wounded he requested that his pastor be sent for. When father arrived Hill was
lying on a billiard table and the doctors were doing what they could
for him, though there was no hope for his recovery. Father ta:Iked
with him awhile, and after offering a prayer, left for the parsonage. An hour later Hill died. Father was much chagrined when,
some time afterwards, he was shown a copy of the New York
Police Gazette. It contained a brief account of the killing of Hill,
also an illustration showing the dying man stretched out upon a
billiard table, while at the bar was standing his spiritual advisor
holding a glass of whiskey in his hand. This was regarded as humor
in the "hempen" era. "Butch" Hill and other members of the family are now residents of Socorro. None stand better in the community.
Col. Eaton, at the request of the writer, recently prepared the
following brief sketch of his life. His modesty prevented him from
giving in detail his many fierce fights with hostile Indians, and other
adventures with which his life has been filled:
"I was born in Montgomery Co., State of New York, October 10,
1827, but lived in Schoharie Co., until I was about fifteen years
old, when my father was accidentally killed, soon after which I
left home and went to New York City. My father having been a
merchant until his death, I knew little about anything except clerking in a store, which was what I was obliged to do outside of school
hours. Consequently, when I went to New York it was with the
view of getting employment as a clerk in a store, which I succeeded
in doing and was in New York about a year. I then went to Connecticut, where I began learning the trade of drawing fine wire.
"After a time I returned to New York and obtained employment
in a wire factory at Annsville, near Peekskill-on-the-Hudson, and
eventually became foreman, in charge of the factory. But after a
time I wanted to be nearer home, where my mother still was living,
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so I obtained employment at Canojaharie, on the Erie Canal, and
succeeded in saving a little money. Then, one spring, freight became very high on the canal, and I, with another young man who
had saved a little money, put our savings together and bought a
canal boat.
.
"We tossed up a copper to see which should quit work and run
the boat and it fell to me to run the boat. That summer I had quite
a rough experience and some exciting times, as on the canal and at
its terminal points had congregated the toughest element of the
country. Then came the gold excitement, and in the spring of 1849,
with nine others, I started overland for California.
"We went from New York to Buffalo, from there across the lake
and down to Cincinnati. There we built a boat (one of our number
being a boat builder), and equipping ourselves with supplies, we
started down the Ohio to the Mississippi, and thence to the mouth
of the Arkansas River. We went up the Arkansas as far as Ft. Smith,
where we sold our boat and bought ox-teams, stored our supplies in
the wagons, and started across the plains. We struck the Canadian
River and after travelling up this river for some days we came upon
the trail of the Mexican Buffalo hunters. This trail we followed
. until we came to the Pecos River at the little town of San Miguel,
the first settlement we had found since leaving Little Rock. Our
route took us through the country of the Comanche, Kiowa, Arapahoe and other Indian tribes, but we did not see any of them, it being
their custom to move further North during the summer, following
the migrations of the buffalo. We afterward le'arned that these were
their winter grounds.
'
"We had started from New York in April, and we arrived at the
Pecos, in New Mexico, in September, having been more than three
months on the plains without seeing a living soul except the members of our own party. After a few days in New Mexico the party,
with the exception of myself and on,e other man, resumed the
journey. We thought it too late in the season to reach Californ!a
before winter set in. By the way, we never heard from the others,
and it is my belief that they never got through, being either killed
by the Indians or having perished in the desert. In the spring the
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man who had stopped with me proceeded to California, and I heard
frequently from him aft~rward. I had gone to Santa Fe, which was
then the headquarters for all business in the Territory, and soon .
obtained employment clerking in a mining camp called El Puerto
[Tuerto], or New Placer, and was there until spring, both clerking
and prospecting.
.
"In the spring my employer sent me to a little farming town to
establish a store to trade for grain, particularly corn, to be paid at,
.
crop-gathering time.
"That season I remained with him, and the next spring bought
him out, and started on my own account. I married there, and
bought what is known as the "Eaton Land Grant" of nearly 200,000
acres. I took possession and lived on the grant, farming and stockraising until 186 I, when I entered the Army as Captain of a company of Volunteers, and was in command of Ft. Craig at the time
of the battle of Val Verde, between the Texans and the Union
troops. After the Texans had been driven from New Mexico I was
ordered, with my company, to take command of Ft. Garland, in
Colorado, and was there for perhaps a year, when I was ordered
back to New Mexico.
"I was in Santa Fe when news came that the Navajo Indians had
attacked a government train between Ft. Canby and Ft. Wingate,
had killed all the men, taken the mules, etc. Gen. Carlton, immediately upon receipt of this news (which was about nine o'clock in
the eveni~g) sent for me to cqme to his office, and told me what had
happened. He said that the Indians had had the best of Ft. Wingate
ever since it had been a post, and that he wanted me to start in the
morning and take ,command and see if conditions could not, be
changed. I was at Ft. Wingate over two years, during which time
the Navajos were subjected, taken prisoners and sent to Ft. Sumner,
on the Pecos River.
"While at Ft. Wingate I was promoted to the rank of Major and
.then to Lt. Colonel. After the surrender of General Lee I sent my
resignation to General Carlton, who wrote me that if I would withdraw my resignation he would accept thflt of Col. Carson, and make
me Colo~el of the Regiment. I declined to withdraw my resignation
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and returned to my ranch at San Christobal, where I remained until
188o, farming and raising sheep. In that year I left the ranch and
bought a mine, and began mining and smelting lead and silver ores,
and prospecting for ores, and still own several mines. For five or six
years back I have been in the cattle business."
Such is the simple and unassuming account by Col. Eaton of his
own life, and yet, between those lines may be read much of the most
exciting and remarkable history of the country, and through that
history stalks the rugged and fearless figure of this man who modestly states that he had "a few brushes with the Indians," who
organized the "Committee of Safety," the man who, above all
others, was instrumental in establishing respect for law and order,
or at least fear of law' and the punishment that followed its infraction, and made possible the safety of American citizens in their
own territory.s
MANY STORIES of heroism and strange adventure could be told of
the individual members of the "Vigilantes," and other pioneers of
the West:
"Andy" McCluskey, proprietor of the "Palace Saloon," did not
permit his serious obligations as a member of the "Vigilantes" to
affect his naturally buoyant disposition. H~ was-full of life and
jollity, and was never so happy as when an opportunity was afforded
him to indulge in a practical joke. Standing six feet four inches, in
his stocking-feet, finely proportioned, his Celtic features always
lightened by a smile, a pair of burnsides giving a quasi-ministerial
effect, McCluskey was a striking figure. He was one. of the most
popular men of the frontier period. He never let a hard-luck story
get by him.. Any person who could fashion one; whether it was an
appeal for substantial or liquid nourishment, or for a ticket to get
back to "God's country," found him a good Samaritan.
McCluskey was surprised one day to see the Reverend Doctor
'Robinson, Pastor of the Methodist Church, South, enter his saloon.
But he extended the "glad hand" and asked the parson what he
could do for him. He was informed that the congregation, of which
his visitor was the guiding head, was about to build a new church,
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and that he, McCluskey, had been entered on the subscription list
for a donation of $500.00. "But I was never in your church," said
the surprised Andy. "Well, that isn't my fault, Mr. McCluskey.
The church is there, we hold morning and evening services on Sunday and prayer meeting during the week, at which time the doors
are opened to all comers, and if you have not received your share of
spiritual instruction, it is not my fault. We think that you should
contribute five hundred dollars." "Well, if that is the way you look
at it, Parson, I'll meet the ante," replied McCluskey. And a moment
later Doctor Robinson departed with a check\for five htmdred dollars, chuckling over his diplomacy in having secured such a sum
from a saloon keeper.
However, this was not the end of the story. On the first day of the
ensuing month Rev. Doctor Robinson received from Mr. McCluskey a bill showing that he owed the latter ~ve hundred dollars for
whiskey and cigars. The parson's indignation was boundless. In a
cloud of wrath he rushed out of his studio down to the Plaza and
into the "Palace" where he found the genial proprietor estimating
the dividends. Flourishing the booze bill in Andy's face, he exclaimed: "What does this mean, Mr. McCluskey?" "It means that
I have sent you your monthly statement,"calmly replied McCluskey, as he glanced carelessly over the paper. "It is your bill for liquor
and other supplies for the past month. It is a custom oEmine to send
all my patrons a monthly statement, and I have extended to you the
usual courtesy." "But I never bought any liquor in your saloon, ot
any cigars, or anything else, for that matter," said the parson wrathfully. "Well, that isn't my fault. The liquor, cig~rs, and so forth,
are here. We never close this place. I run three shifts of barkeepers
who work eight hours each in order to take care of the publiC, and if
you did not get yours, it isn't my fault."
Suddenly it struck the parson that Andy had evened matters up,
and, judging from the twinkle in McCluskey's eye and the grin repressed with difficulty, that he would not be compelled to pay the
bill, he cooled down. However, he refused to view the matter as a
joke and his exit was followed by a roar of laughter, in which he did
not join.
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McCluskey recently died at Wallace, Idaho.
"Jim" Curley, who killed Porter, the actor, at Marshall, Texas,
but who was acquitted of the crime, was a."temporary" resident of
Socorro. It will be remembered that Porter and Maurice Barrymore
toured together. It was during the company's engagement at Marshall that Curley (then a locomotive engineer) insulted one of the
women members while the party was at luncheon in a restaurant.
Porter resented Curley's remarks. The latter drew his revolver,
killed Porter, and walked out. He was arrested. But Curley had a
wide acquaintance among railroad men, and a large fund was
raised for his defense. He disappeared after his acquittal. Then,
when it was too late, stories concerning his murderous habit of mind
began to circulate. It was charged that while running his engine he
had on several occasions increased the steam pressure by burning
negroesfor fuel.
Curley made his fIrst "stand" at San Marcial, New Mexico:
There, because he was supposed to be a fearless individual, he was
elected City Marshal. He certainly was a wonderful shot. During
his term of office the town suffered by fIre, and, untiljt was rebuilt,
all busine,ss was transacted in tents. In order that his supremacy
might not be disputed, Curley was in the habit of standing with his
back to a tent pole, walking from it a distance of ten paces, drawing
his revolver and shooting over his shoulder, placing three out of six
bullets in the four-inch wooden pole. He was as quick on "the draw"
as any of the territorial terrors, with the possible exception of "Billythe~Kid."

After several affairs in which the party of the second part was
registered in a local burying-ground, Curley became nervous, resigned his position, and opened a saloon at San Antonio, midway
between San Marcial and Socorro. Here his principal source of
revenue was the money spent by cowboys, who, after "bucking" a
"brace faro" game in his place for several months, sent him word
that they would be over at a certain time and "shoot up" his place.
Curley thought this was a bluff. He was mistaken. This he realized when twenty or thirty range riders commenced to pump lead
into his saloon. Gathering all his ammunition, he got behind a bar-'
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ricade of whiskey barrels and settled down for a siege. Knowing his
cleverness with· riRes and revolvers, the cowboys did not close in.
Curley fired a shot now and then just to let them know he was still
alive.
Word of the b~ttle reached Socorro, and the sheriff sent a posse
to rescue Curley. The cowboys did not interfere, and Curley was
perfectly willing to leave. However, his reputation had preceded
him, and he was regarded as an "undesirable" by the "Committee of
Safety." Nevertheless, for several days Curley strutted about town
wearing two large six-shooters, drinking hard, arid telling all comers
what he was going to do to the cowboys who had run him out of
San Antonio. His "finish," like that of many other "bad men," was
ludicrous in the extreme. "Bob" Sommerville, a sign painter, of
diminutive proportions and weighing not more than one hundred
pounds, took Curley's "measure." They met in a barroom, and Curley, evidently thinking the little fellow was easy "picking," began to
curse him and finally gave him a shove. In an instant Sommerville
was all over him, smashing, clawing, and biting like a ,wild-cat. He
yanked Curley's two revolvers from their holsters, threw them on
the Roor, and continued his pommelling, which the big fellow apparently made no attempt to resist. At last, realizing that neither a
jab in the solar plexus nor a jolt on the jaw would bring down his
man, Sommerville picked up the revolvers and told Curley to "hike"
for the railroad, and Curley demurred not. A big crowd watched
Sommerville march the "bully" to the station. Like many others who
had gone before, Curley never "came back."
.
Some men get so used to gun fire that they can inhale the smoke
without choking. Apparently, they value their lives no more highly
than they do a "stack of chips" placed on the "high" card. Undoubtedly this utter fearlessness is; in a sense, a protection, but there
are times when it looks like folly. I have known a few such men,
among them being "Pat" Garrett, who killed "Billy-the-Kid," Major
Llewellyn, who was formerly agent at the Mescalero-Apache Indian
Reservation in New Mexico, later, a Captain in Roosevelt's Rough'
Riders; Jim Courtwright, Luke Short, Captain "Joe" Sheeley, of
the Texas Rangers; and Captain Jack Crawford, the "Poet Scout,"
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who, while I was at Socorro, was stationed at Fort Craig just below
San Marcial.
Captain Sheeley's company; in 1885, was on duty at Laredo,
Texas. I witnessed an exhibition of nerve on the part of Sheeley
that is worth the telling. A cowboy, who was suspected of being a
"Rustler," had been maki:b.g things lively in Laredo for several
nights, and Sheeley advised him to leave town. He sent word to the
Captain that he would shoot him on sight. The next afternoon
Sheeley was standing in front of a hotel which faced the Plaza,
when some one shouted: "Look out!" Approaching from the other
end of the Plaza was the would-be killer. He held a revolver in
either hand. Sheeley, apparently paid no attention to him but began
rolling a cigarette, which he lit, and proceeded to smoke. He had
every chance to protect himself, but failed to "draw." When his
friend had covered about half the distance he "let go" with both
guns. The bullets threw up a cloud of dust. When it had settled
Sheeley could be seen rolling another cigarette. Still advancing, 6.ring at will, came the desperado. He halted about 6.fty yards from
Sheeley, took deliberate aim, and 6.red again. His aim was low but
sufficiently close to throw dirt on the Captain. Sheeley carefully
brushed off the dirt with his handkerchief, straightened up, and
drawled out to the person who was using him for a target: "Say, you
had better elevate your piece, you - - - - --, or you never will
hit me." For just an instant the fellow stared at the Captain, then
turned and ra~ like a jack rabbit. Sheeley continued smoking cigarettes. Being/a dead shot, he could have killed his man at any stage
of the game. However, he preferred a bluff to a bullet.
In giving this brief history of the more important work performed
by the Socorro "Committee of Safety," I have touched only upon
those features, which, either come under my own personal observation or is subject to exact veri6.cation by other members of the Committee yet living in Socorro, and, as an evidence of good faith, their
names have been given in this article.
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NOTES
I. Thomas B. Catron served as senior United States Senator (Republican) from New Mexico from 1912 to 1917.
2. Harvey B. Fergusson was a lawyer and aprominent figure in the
Democratic Party. He was elected delegate to Congress in 1897.
3. The Santa Fe Railroad completed construction as far as Albuquerque
in 1880, and from there south to Socorro and San Marcial, then to Rincon
and Deming;
where it connected
with the Southern Pacific. As a result
,
I '
Socorro was on the main east-west line until the Santa Fe completed its own
line to the west coast. See 1. 1. Waters, Steel Trails to Santa Fe (Lawrence,
Kansas, 1950), p. 60.
4. The Reverend Thomas W. Harwood originated Methodist mission
work among New Mexicans of Spanish background at Socorro and Barelas.
In 1887 he founded at Albuquerque the schools for industrial training later
known by his name.
5. John M. Shaw came to New Mexico as a missionary for the American
Baptist Home Mission Society in 1851. He served as Chaplain at Fort Defiance in 1852-55. After a trip to the East he settled in Albuquerque, riding
circuit from Santa Fe to Socorro. Later, from 1874 to 1876, he became Indian
Agent at Ojo Caliente (south and west of Socorro on the Alamosa arroyo).
6. No copy of this issue could be located; people in Socorro have been
prone to keep the names of the vigilantes a secret and have hidden or destroyed this kind of evidence.
7. This mine was located on what is now called Socorro Mountain, or
locally" "M" mountain, just west of Socorro on land owned by the New
Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology. The mine was taken over by
the School as an educational facility in 1904- There is a good description in
The Socorro Chieftain July 9, 19°4, p. 3.
8. Col. Eaton was also appoirlted to the first Board of Trustees of the
New Mexico School of Mines and was instrumental in establishing it under
an act passed by the Territorial Legislature in 1889. As a result of his constant urging, the main building was completed in 1893.
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ARCHEOLOGY ANDEVERYDAY LIFE
AT FORT UNION
REX L. WILSON"

WE

LIVE IN AN AGE which places great emphasis on specialization, and almost all of us are specialists of one kind or another. The
term "archeology" is no longer applicable in its broad sense, because
there are several different kinds of archeology and specially trained
archeologists. A comparatively recent specialization is generally
referred to as "Historic Site Archeology," and represents a break
with the tradition that where archeo,logy leaves off history begins
and; conversely, that if a thing is historic it cannot be archeological.
We have come, therefore, to accept without reservation the concept of historic site archeology, which uses archeological methods,
techniques, and interpretation of historical material uncovered in
historical areas. We conceive of historic site archeology in a rather
broad sense and include within that general category archeological
investigation of any historic site, regardless of the period represented. Thus, despite the time differential, both Fort Frederica,
built between the years 1736 and 1748, and Fort Union, extant
between 1851 and 1891, have been excavated by National Park
Service archeologists who used essentially the same archeological
techniques.
One of the most interesting, and rewarding, aspects of the archeological project at Fort Union National Monument, New Mexico,
was the search for the ruins of the first post, established by Colonel
E. V. Sumner in 185 I. By the outset of the Civil War the first Fort

"My thanks to the several colleagues who aided in the preparation of this paper, especially John L. Cotter, Joel L. Shiner, B. Bruce Powell, Jackson W. Moore, Jr., and
George S. Cattanach.
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Union had fallen into a state of disrepair, and the site was abandoned in favor of an earthworks known as the "star fort," located
-about a mile to the east in what the army then considered to be a
more defen·sible position. A mere ten-year period of occupation is
represented at the initial site, and there is little evidence remaining
on· the surface of the ground to indicate the location of the log
buildings or the extent of the development.
Our first step was to make an exhaustive search of the records to
locate any plans, sketches, or photographs of the site. The National
Archives was able to provide us with three very useful documents.
The first was a blurred photograph of the old fort taken around 186 I
from about a mile to the east, which indicated the location of some
of the buildings relative to the rocky mesa immediately behindthem.
A second photograph was of the Arsenal buildings, taken between
1868 and 1878 from the tal~s northwest of that building complex,
showing the crumbling ruins of some of the buildings of the old
post in the background. The third document was a copy of a sketch
made between 185 I and 186 I by an unknown artist from a vantage
point in the talus directly west of the area, from which he could
survey the entire layout. Unusually detailed and true to scale, the
sketch proved to be of exceptional value. Because the artist had
depicted the buildings at the early site as being laid out according to
a grid system with standard intervals between the structures, it was
a fairly simple matter to locate one of the larger house sites. Having
excavated to determine precise locations of its walls and corners,
we set up our transit and found eighteen additional buildings.
Trenching confinned their exact locations. A permanent steel
marker was set in concrete in the southeast corner of each building,
after which the site was mapped by our engineers.
One of the excavated structures proved to be an unlined dirt
cellar which had been abandoned as a storage room and filled with
trash. From this rich deposit we recovered large quantities of cow
and chicken bones, china, and bottles representing the-~851-1861
period, including a salt-glazed ale bottle bearing a William Younger
label. It was the only one of its kind found at Fort Union with a
label in situ.
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FORT UNION IN 1853
ADAPTED FROM SKETCH BY
INSPECTOR GENERAL
J.K.F. MANSFIELD

An interesting by-product of our investigations at the first fort
site was the accidental discovery that the deep wagon ruts considered by many to represent the last vestiges. of the Santa Fe Trail
had actually been cut after the abandonment of the Arsenalin 1878.
The darker color of the native gramma grass in the shallow old roadbeds between the Arsenal and the final fort development a mile to
the east clearly indicated the several routes of travel between the
two areas. At the latest, these roads would have been abandoned
when the army withdrew from Fort Union in early 1891. This indisputable evidence prove4 conclusively that the deep ruts running
perpendicular to the shallow roadbeds were cut at least 12 years
after the railroad had administered the coup de grace to the old
Santa Fe Trail.
'
There are over 153,000 square feet of adobe walls presently
standing at Fort Union, the ruins of the largest military supply
depot in the Southwest during its heyday. Our stabilization program
there was undertaken ~m a priority basis, i. e., those walls and features in most urgent need of repair were given the earliest attention.
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SCALE IN MIlES

The five remaining chimneys of the fort represented the most immediate problem and were considered to be of greatest importance
to the scene. Accordingly, top priority was given their preservation,
and their comprehensive stabilization was accomplished. Of only
slightly less urgency was the stabilization of the few remaining
brick copings. Weighing several tons, each ofthem remained aloft
in a most delicate and precarious state of balance. Their permanence
was insured with heavy welded steel reinforcing. Other jobs were
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accomplished on a "worst" come, first served basis. Except for a few
of the smallest remnants, all walls were capped with soil-eement
adobes, and every wall, without regard to size, was protected from
further moisture damage by a coating of silicone.
The actual stabilization of the physical remains of the old fort
took two years, preceded by nearly two years of excavations to
clear the foundations of the buildings of the tons of dirt and debris
that lay there. Literally thousands of yards of dirt and debris were
removed from the ruins area during the cleanup. All this was
dumped at the head of a nearby arroyo. Most of the massive and
sterile overburden was removed with a small bulldozer whenever
it was practical to do so. Workmen with shovels then continued the
excavations to the original soil level. Thousands of artifacts were
recovered in this manner, including toys, andirons, bottles, dishes,
tableware, axes, an ice cream freezer, and a myriad of other objects
representing the everyday lives of a late nineteenth-eentury people.
Unusually productive was an ordnance room in one of the cleared
Company Quarters buildings. Although it was only about fifteen
feet square, more than 121 bottles were found beneath the collapsed wooden floor, and 59 of them were beer bottles! A large
cache of cartridge cases was also found beneath the floor, suggesting
a knothole directly above it.
J
Several late trash dumps located adjacent to the fort were tested,
and each was found to contain large quantities of bottles of every
description. Because the deposits contained great amounts of moist
ashes, most of the glass specimens recovered were in an early stage
of decomposition and were quite scaly. Tin cans and other metal objects consigned to the dumps were always in an advanced state of
decay, and seldom could a positive identification of them be made.
Although some trash was dumped on the surface of the ground,
most dumping was in the heads of the several nearby arroyos. Dur- \
ing the past seventy years these deposits have grassed over and today
are invisible to the untrained eye.
Regardless of their location, date, or relative importance, historic
sites have one significant feature common to all: the sink, water
closet, or, more frequently, the privy. These often forgotten monu-
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ments to our forefathers' wisdom, imagination, and deep concern for
basic sanitation facilities are of unquestionable validity in all historic
localities, wherein they are almost always found. Usually filled with
trash, both while in actual use and after their primary function had
been served, they have almost never failed to provide an abundance~
of artifactualevidence of the everyday life of their time. Here, there
is no problem of natural stratigraphic sequence. These deposits
have remained inviolate since the abandonment of each of the sites
excavated.
The~ disparaging attitude of some of the purists among us notwithstanding, the richest deposits of artifactual materials are usually
recovered from historic water closets. We cannot afford to ignore the
fact that, like- a trash dump or city square, a privy was something
of a common denominator on the frontier. From them we can learn
a great deal indeed about the everyday lives of our hardy predecessors who committed to these lowly resting places, both voluntarily
and involuntarily, an infinite variety of cultural objects that never
again saw the light of day in their time.
We do not need historians to tell us that the English colonists
at Jamestown had a problem of sewage and garbage disposal. It
would, however, be of considerable interest to us all to know how
they resolved it. The extensive archeological program carried on
there failed to produce the evidence we had hoped for; not a single
water closet was found on Jamestown Island! .
Historical records indicate that the wretched occupants of the
first settlement were- presently enjoined from disposing of "slops"
within the palis'ades. Later, there were many ditches dug here and
there about the village which, functioned as markers for property
boundaries and, to a certain extent, as drainage facilities. These
ditches were, found to contain occasional refuse deposits including
household debris. Slops from the kitchen and chamber pots were
probably borne to the nearest ditch and dumped. Perhaps these
primitive sanitation facilities help to explain the long-continuing
and fantastically high mortality rate at Jamestown. We might infer
from all this that privies did not become fashionable in Colonial
Virginia until the eighteenth century, when-urban life proffered its
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charms, including improved sanitation facilities, to the colonists at
Williamsburg.
Archeologists at Fort Frederica, on the Georgia coast, excavated
one large sink and two "possibles.~' Built by General Oglethorpe between 1736 and 1748, the large sink apparently served asa facility
\
for the entire fort and was America's earliest known Bush toilet.
After the refuse had been routed in and out of a pit and into a ditch
that carried it to the river, it was finally borne away on the tide. Although this feature produced no abundance of artifacts, it does shed
considerabl~ light on the problems of sanitation in the colonies and
the manner in which our ingenious forefathers overcame them.
The "possibles" were both well defined rectangular holes, so situated that they did not seem to be mere trash pits. Both of them
contained whole objects, such as dishes and bottles. There were
undoubtedly many more sinks at Fort Frederica, and their scarcity
can probably be explained by the circumstances that they were of a
shallow and temporary nature and that many of them did not have
superstructures until after about 1750.
There are more privies per acre at Independence National Historical Park in the heart of Philadelphia than anywhere else in our
sovereign land. Twenty of them have been excavated in the park
or on property immediately adjacent to it. Eleven of these were of
eighteenth-century construction; the other nine were built in the
. .
nineteenth century.
. Archeologists there also excavated a stone and brick sewer arrangement, serving a "necessary" and dating from 1786. All of
these pits were brick-lined; most were circular in plan; and the walls
were usually of dry laid stretchers, one brick thick. In most cases the
lowest course was formed of headers whiCh projected inward. The
majority were laid directly on the native soil, but one or two were
started on board foundations. One, located in Carpenter's Court
and dating some time before 1790, had a depth of 14~ feet, but
had been deepened by adding a smaller pit in the bottom of the
original one, presumably before use.
Two of the sinks were built and used by Benjamin Franklin and
his family; one used between 1765 and 1786, the other from 1786
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to 1812. They range in diameter from 4 to 5~ feet, and in depth
from 13 to about 1 5 feet. These facilities, and three smaller ones
built by Franklin, consisted of ordinary brick pits but were not
"open drop" types. In these structures, sewage entered the pits via
sloping stone slabs, and actual toilets may have been located inside
the associated houses. The existence or nature of Rushing arrangements could not be positively determined by our archeologists, but
that such a facility was provided can be inferred; On only one privy,
located in Independence Square and dating from about 1788 to
about 1866, were remains of an above-ground structure recovered.
This "little house"· had octagonal brick walls and was ten feet in
diameter. The pit was located partially under the south wall.
History and archeology team up to identify certain of these fea~
tures with historic personages. Two 'of them, located in Independence Square and dating around 1778 to 1790 and about 1788 to
around 1866, provided for the comfort of most of the famous statesmen and soldiers of the Revolutionary and early Federal eras since
they served the Independence Hall-Congress Hall area during
those periods. Two others, located in Carpenter's Court, were undoubtedly used by members of the first Continental Congress. Another, having a diameter of 6 feet, a depth of nearly 9 feet, and
dating from 1775 to the third quarter of the nineteenth century,
wa~ located in the Dilworth-Todd-Moylan House and modernized
the home of Dolly Todd, who later became Dolly Madison. Excavation of the Bishop White House revealed a brick and stone
sewer which belonged to Bishop William White, Chaplain of the
First Continental Congress and of the Congr,ess of the United
States, who later became first Bishop of t~e Episcopal Church in
Philadelphia. Two of the contrivances mentioned in connection
with Benjamin Franklin, and four others that were undoubtedly
designed by him, may reRect a visit he made to France between
1776 and 1786, where he probably observed such appliances at first
hand.
Almost without exception, the old Philadelphia sinks have
proved to be gold mines of artifacts; they were the trash pits of their
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time. From them have been recovered ceramics, glass, hardware,
military items, shoes, coins, and almost every other conceivable kind
of artifact. Some of the better collections at Independence were excavated from these old pits.
During their work at Fort Union from 1956 to 1960, historic
site archeologists located and excavated many of the old sinks, with
the gratifying results to be expected from investigation of these
features. As elsewhere, they found a substantial quantity of artifacts
in a great variety of forms. Five sinks were dug which date between
1865 and 1890: one in the Commanding Officer's back yard, another in the hospital, two in the Company Quarters, and one at the
Sutler's Store. The first four, built by and for the use of the troops,
were lined all with stone slabs except the hospital sink which was
lined with brick. All had dirt Roors, and the Sutler's sink was a
simple rectangular hole 8:1;2 feet long, 4:1;2 feet wide, and 7 feet 2
inches deep. The Spartan nature of the latter indicates the almost
autonomous character of the post trader's operation. This excavation
produced the finest bottle specimens in the enormous Fort Union
collection, in addition to complete dinner plates, a leather wallet
(containing nothing, not even a credit card), and the only complete
white clay ''T.D.'' tobacco pipe found in the four seasons of work
at the site" The other sinks also contributed substantially to the collections, including shoes, buttons, bottles, a cow skull, glass, and
chinaware. A Sharps 45-70 carbine was recovered from one of the
enlisted men's sinks in the Company Quarters area, and two pistols,
one an early type.Rintlock, the other a child's toy, were found in the
Commanding Officer's water closet.
Visitors to Fort Union, viewing the two sinks in the Company
Quarters, both of which are mute testimony t~ the skill of the
master stonemason, almost never fail to comment on their magnitude. The smaller of the two is 12 feet long, 12 feet wide, and 12
feet in depth; the larger, contiguous to the first, is 24 feet long, 12 .
feet wide, and 12 feet deep. That the larger one apparently was
eventually abandoned, filled, and converted to a kitchen, with
plumbing, never fails to excite interest and arouse speculation in
all who behold it.
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RASCH

Pat Garrett's The Authentic Life of
Billy, the Kid in 1882 it has been generally accepted that William
H. Bonney, alias Billy, the Kid, was born in New York City on
November 23, 1859. In 1862, said Garrett, the Bonney family,
which now included a younger son, Edward, started west. The
father died in Co'ffeyville, Kansas; the widow and her sons proceeded to Colorado, where she married a man named Antrim.
During the succeeding years biographers of the Kid searched in
vain for any legal record of these events. It was not until somewhat
over ten years ago that the first success was achieved. At that time
Rasch and Mullin uncovered the legal and church records showing
that Antrim married Mrs. Catherine McCarty in the Presbyterian
Church at Santa Fe on March I, 1873. Witnesses to the ceremony
included the bride's two sons, Henry and Joseph McCarty. These
writers also called attention to the fact that Coffeyville did not
come into existence until 1871.1
There was little difficulty in demonstrating that Henry McCarty
and William Bonney were one and the same individual, and the
discrepancy in the names of his mother was apparently satisfactorily resolved by Miss Lois Telfer. Miss Telfer, who claimed to be
a collateral descendant of the Bonney family, stated that her
family's tradition recounted that the Bonney marriage had proved
an unhappy one and that the wife had resumed her maiden name
following the death of her husband. Because, she said, she planned
to· write a book about her notorious kinsman, she could not make
any data from the family records available to other researchers. To
SINCE THE PUBLICATION OF
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date her book has not appeared and no substantiating evidence has
been forthcoming, which has raised serious doubts of its existence.
In 1964 the question was reopened by William H. Carson.
Acting on a suggestion made in a second paper by Rasch and Mullin,2 Carson undertook a study of the documents relating to two
New York residents of the 1860's-Patrick McCarthy and Catherine Devine. He was able to show that they had been married in the
Church of St. Peter, in New York City, on June 19, 185 I, and
that a son, Patrick Henry McCarthy, had been born in that city
on September 17, 1859. Further, the residence of the family was
in an area which has traditionally been claimed as the birthplace
of the Kid. On the basis of his findings Carson proposed the
hypothesis that Henry McCarty and Patrick Henry McCarthy
were the same person.
There were some rather obvious difficulties with this theory,
such as the fact that McCarthy is not quite the same as McCarty;
but it seemed attractive enough to warrant further investigation. It
occurred to Rasch that if a census listing could be found for the
Kid it might contain clues which would be useful in settling the
problem. The obvious records to search were those of San Miguel
County for 1880. For once the obvious solution was the correct
one, but the answer which resulted was disconcerting to say the
least.
The returns reveal that in June, 1880 the Kid was living with
Charles and Manuela Bowdre at Fort Stanton. He told census
enumeratpr Lorenzo Labadie that he was twenty-five years old and
had been born in Missouri. Both his father and his mother were
natives of Missouri! 3 Was he deliberately misleading the enumerator, or is this the reason for his biographers' inability to find record
of him in New York? At this time it is not possible even to venture
an intelligent guess, but the picture is now more confused than
ever before. Biographers are now confronted with three theorieswhat might be called the Telfer, Carson, and Missouri hypotheses.
How they can be resolved-if at all-is certainly far from clear.
I
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NOTES
I. P. J. Rasch and R. 1. Mullin, "New Light on the Legend of Billy
the Kid," New Mexico Folklore Record, 6 (1953), 1-5.
2. P. J. Rasch, and R. N. Mullin, "Dim Trails: The Pursuit of the
McCarty Family," New Mexico Folklore Record, 8 (1954), 6-11.
3. Census for San Miguel County 1880. Page No. 22, Supervisor's
Dist. No. 86, Enumeration Dist. No. 37, Dwelling House No. 240,
Family No. 286.
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to be noted ...

~ A new book by Frank D. Reeve, former editor of the NMHR,
offers a useful, concise narrative of the history of New Mexico ~rmly
based on his sound scholarship: New Mexico, A Short, Illustrated History.
(Denver: Alan Swallow, 1964. Pp. 112, Frontispiece, illus. $3.00).
tJPaige W. Christiansen' and. Frank E. Kottlowski have edited Mosaic
of New Mexico's Scenery, Rocks, and History. (Socorro: New Mexico
Bureau of Mines and Mineral Resources, 196+ Pp. viii, 164' Frontispiece,
contents, map, illus. $1.00). It contains fifteen illuminating articles designed to assist visitors and residents to greater understanding and enjoyment of the Land of Enchantment. In addition to the editors, contributors
include Ross Calvin, Levon Lee, Robert H. Weber, Robert A. Bieberman,
H. V. Reeves, Jr., Ruth Bush Jones, Fred A. Thompson, and George B.
Griswold.
tJ A new booklet published by the Department of the Interior, Natural Resources of New Mexico (Pp. 67. Illus. Government Printing
Office, $.50) covers similar ground, with greater emphasis on recreational
sites.
tJThe 75th Anniversary issue of the UNM Alumnus, July 1964, was
devoted to a pictorial history of the University of New Mexico prepared
by Gerald D. Nash and Gunther Rothenberg of the Department of History. Photographs and text, which trace the growth of the University from
its founding to the present time, will be of interest to all its friends. A
limited number of free copies are still available upon request from the
UNM Alumni Association, Suite 242, New Mexico Union, University
of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106.
tJ Las Vegas and Uncle Joe, the New Mexico I Remember, by Milton C. Nahm, now chairman of the Philosophy Depar~ment at Bryn
Mawr (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,' 1964. Pp. x, 294· $5.95)
offers some revealing information about people, politics, and crime in Las
Vegas, New Mexico, during the twenties and thirties of this century.
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~ We are pleased to report that in response to popular demand the
University of New Mexico Press has reissued Herbert Eugene Bolton's
standard work on the first Spanish entry into New Mexico, Coronado,
Knight of Pueblos and Plains (Albuquerque: The University of New
MeXico Press, 1964. Pp. 491. Frontispiece, maps. $5.00, $2.50) in both
hardcover and paperback.
~ C. Gregory Crampton, Professor of History at the University of
Utah, is to be congratulated upon the appearance of Standing Up Country, The Canyon J"ands of Utah and Arizona (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, Inc., 1964. Pp. xxii, 191. Frontispiece, index, color plates, maps.
$15.00), a truly beautiful volume describing in photographs and text the
spectacular canyon country of Utah and Arizona. The combination of
first-class scholarly" summary and first-class photography have resulted in a
book which should have wide appeal.
~ The University of Nebraska Press has reissued Bruce Nelson's
readable introduction to the history of the Upper Mississippi Valley:
Land of the Dacotahs (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1964.
Pp. x, 354. Illus. $1.60) first published by the University of Minnesota
Press in 1946.
fJ The September 1964 issue of the Indiana Magazine of History
contains an article of interest to New Mexicans. "The American Territorial System Since the Civil War," by William M. Neil, examines the
evolution of this uniquely American form of transitional government.
fJThe Saturday Review celebrated Independence Day 1964, by republishing an article on "the grandest firework." During the preliminary
surveys for the recently finished dam at Glen Canyon, Arizona, William
C. Miller found prehistoric drawings which indicate that the supernova
of 1054 A.D. may have been observed by Pueblo Indians. "Did American
Indians See the 'Guest Star?' " origimilly published in Leaqet No. 3141
July 1955, Astronomical Society of the Pacific, is a fascinating illustration of the possibilities of cooperation in research-in this case between
archaeologists and astronofuers.
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THE COMING OF JUSTICE TO CALIFORNIA: THREE DOCUMENTS. Translated from the Spanish by Adelaide Smithers. ,Edited by John Galvin.
San Francisco: John Howell Books, 1963. Pp. xi, 80. Illus., maps. $7.50.
To P,RODUCE A BOOK which is beautifully designed, expertly printed and
containing important historical documents is a substantial achievement.
Certainly a collector's item, this limited edition (750 copies) contains the
Royal Regulations for Presidios, long used as a valuable source by students of the Southwest, and is gratefully accepted in an excellent English
. translation. The other tw~ documents presented, a speech by Carlos Antonio
Carillo in the Mexican Chamber of Deputies and a decree of President
Santa Anna of Mexico, are not nearly so well known and are, therefore, a
valuable contribution to the source material on California and the Southwest. The appendices continue the pat~ern by bringing additional translated manuscripts into print.
Historically speaking it is a little disappointing to think that the "coming
of justice to California" hangs from such flimsy threads. The Royal Regulations for Presidios was only vaguely and theoretically connected to the
development of California. Moreover, they were concerned with administration of the military establishment and not necessarily with justice or
legal matters. If one seeks the origin of the idea~ expressed in the Regulations, they will trace to Jose de Galvez and the Marques de Rubf, both of
whom did their monumental work before California was safely colonized.
California was specifically excluded when the Regulations were published
and the job of putting them into effect was given to Hugo Oconor. The
real problem with which the Regulations dealt was not with justice, but
with defense; defense against the Apache and Comanche Indians who
were devastating the provinces of New Mexico, Texas, Coahuilil, Nueva
Vizcaya and Sonora. This threat had little impact on California. The fact
is that the few presidio areas in California applied the Regulations only in
a limited Sense, as was the case on the whole frontier. The many local
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areas not directly subject to this strictly military administrative code applied general Spanish civil law.
One must also be careful not to generalize from the Royal Regulations
on the conditions of the troops and presidios. The picture of the- soldier,
his equipment and the fort in which he resided are idealized in the
Regulations. The real conditions were actually quite different, even after
the presidial line from -sea to sea was completed. The soldier was always
short of powder and lead, was often unable to obtain guns and replacement parts, his mounts were inadequate or nonexistent, his protective
equipment lacking, his training far below the needs of the frontier, and
his numbers always below the standards set. In 1771 it was reported that
there was no powder in any of the forts in Coahuila and that the troops
were training with bows and arrows. The enthusiasm of the moment
when the Regulations were issued did not last and authorities in Spain
and Mexico City maintained liitle interest or sympathy for the northern
frontier.
.
The greatest disappointment was the map (following page 80) of the
presidial line. There were not fourteen presidios in the line completed,
but nineteen. Left off the map. were Janos in Chihuahua, San Juan
Bautista in Coahuila and Bahia del Espiritu Santo in Texas. El Paso was
not a presidio and even its garrison was removed to CarrizaI. The names
GuajoaquilIa, Julimes, Cerro Gordo and San Saba do not appear on the
final line built under the direction of Oconor. Guajoaquilla was abandoned
and its forces moved to other presidios. Julimes was abandoned and its
complement sent to a new presidio named Junta de los Rios. Cerro Gordo
was· abandoned and its troops sent to San Carlos, also a new presidio.
San Saba, in Texas, was abandoned and its forces stationed at San Vicente.
The three latter new presidios were located along the Big Bend of the
Rio Grande. In addition, Oeonor had constructed three presidios not
called for in the Royal Regulations; La Babia on t4e eastern edge of the
Bolson de Mapimi, and San Eleasario and EI Principe to fill the gap between Junta de los Rios and CarrizaI. The map is inaccurate.
Documents in themselves are important, but unless they are given their
proper place in the history of an area they quickly decline in value. The
historical perspective giv:en in The Coming of Justice to California is
vague and tends to leave the wrorig impression. The Royal Regulations
for Presidios has meaning only when coupled with such items as the Rub!
Report, the Informe of Hugo Oeonor, the work of the Councils of War
and Finance in Mexico City which oversaw the work of Oeonor, and the
Report of Teodoro de Croix, successor to Oconor. To give credence to the
decrees of Santa Anna in bringing justice to California, or anywhere else,
certainly needs considerable supporting evidence. Santa Anna was not
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particularly interested in the northern provinces of Mexico during most
of his many careers as "President" of Mexico. The speech of Carillo comes
closest to dealing with purely Californian legal history. The other two
documents certainly' are a part of the legal history of California, but they
do not stand alone and were not adequately supported in this book.
PAIGE W. CHRISTIANSEN

THE LEGAL HERITAGE OF EL PASO. By}. Morgan Broaddus. Edited by
Samuel D. Myres. EI Paso: Texas Western College Press, 1963. Pp.
viii, 250. lIlus., bibliog. $6.00.
THE AUTHOR begins with an appropriate survey of the institutional background inherited from the Spanish colonial era and carries the story of
the courts and lawyers of EI Paso through the period of the Anglo-American frontier, the years of Civil War and Reconstruction, and the era of
recent economic growth.
The final chapter embodies detailed summaries of bar association meetings in chronological order from 1885 through 1941. By extensive research
the author has been able to include brief biographical sketches of all the
lawyers who had abode at the Pass. For those of the early years, '1850 to
188o, the biographical data are intermingled with other matters in
Chapters II through V, whereas the sketches for those of later- years are
presented alphabetically in the Appendix. Chapter VI deals mainly with
the building of the old and new courthouses.
A significant contribution appears in the chapter on Reconstruction
with its account of property confiscation and political realignment under
Radical rule. Otherwise the book will be of interest chieBy to the legal
profession and descendants of pioneers of EI Paso.
The illustrations are vivid· and the format attractive; moreover, the
proofreading has been thorough. Even so, the critical reader is annoyed
by the occasional use of none as the subject of a plural verb and the
frequent reliance upon Spanish as a noun, with occasional injection of
the correct noun, Spaniards. In addition, great care has been exercised to
accent Santa Fe, whereas the use of the accent mark is not in conformity
with Spanish usage. Further, jornada is misspelled consistently, even in the
Index.
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In his conclusion the author avers aptly that
The dynamics of modern £1 Paso-the notable energy, freedom, tolerance,
and order of this bi-national community-are the products of unique social and
historic forces. As this account has shown, the bench-and-bar of £1 Paso has
done much through the years to control, direct, and blend these forces within
the framework of the law and legal institutions. This contribution is basic, and
its constructive influence will be felt by generations to come.

LYNN I. PERRIGO

NAVAHO EXPEDITION: JOURNAL OF A MILITARY RECONNAISSANCE FROM
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, TO THE NAVAHO COUNTRY MADE IN 1849 BY
LIEUTENANT JAMES H. SIMPSON. Edited by Frank McNitt. Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1964. Pp. lxxix, 296. Bibliog., illus.,
index. $5.95.
WHEN THINKING ABOUT PUBLISHING Simpson's Journal, Mr. McNitt's
imagination soared and the results in printed form are not too good. In
a short preface of eight pages, he describes his extensive travel over the
Navaho country in order to know it at first hand. This was laudable, but
his knowledge is not adequately revealed to the reader for lack of a map.
Kern's map of the expedition's route is so reduced in size that it is useless.
A forty-eight page introduction presents the background for the Washington expedition to the Nayaho country, which Simpson reported so
well. It is an unusual introduction because it is based on primary sources;
but this is also its weakness, for it is not thorough enough to be a contribution to the history of New Mexico. The editor uses it as a vehicle for
.introducing the prime characters in the Expedition. Since they included
the Kern brothers, Richard and Edward, who accompanied Fremont on
his disastrous Fourth Expedition, the editor examines that event critically,
but fails to.use LeRoy Hafen's collection of Fremont documents. A shorter
introduction based on the work of others would have met the reader's
need.
The Journal fills 157 pages of this publication. On first reading, one
judges that this is a reprint from the serial document until disabused of
this idea on page 227, note 57. There, also, is a comment about the serial
document version: "The work was evidently edited in the Government
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Printing Office. Changes were few, mainly in minor points of style, punctuation, and the spelling of names ...." Checking one paragraph on every
tenth page of this reprint against the government serial document, the
following errors were' noted: one mistake in punctuation, two sentences
omitted in part or whole, and two words omitted. This could indicate a
high rate of inaccuracy in transcribing the document (but not as. bad as
the version published in 1852) and raises a question about the validity of
Mr. McNitt's transcription from the original.
The editor deliberately omitted certain passages relating to geology as
well as references to Kern's drawings since only a few of these were reproduced. If the above-mentioned sentences fall within the term "geology,"
there was no need for their omission.
We find the usual story that the term Canyon del Muerto arose from
a massacre of Navahos by the Spaniards in 1805. Unless Mr. McNitt has
had access to a source he did not cite, the name comes from archaeological
investigations in the 1880'S and does not refer to a massacre.
The seventy-eight page Epilogue includes a history of Navaho affairs for
several years after the Washington expedition, and continued biographical
treatment of the persons who received major attention in the introduction.
A number of minor errors and questionable statements occur in the
epilogue as well as in the introduction.
Simpson's transcriptions and subsequent translations by others of some
inscriptions at EI Morro should have been checked more carefully. Although the editor implies that modern and better translations are used in
this publication, this is true only in part; the one at the top of page 136
is pretty bad. The bibliography does include that fine study, El Morro 'by
Slater. The statement that the Navaho treaty of 1855 has not heretofore
been used is incorrect (page 195). It was used for research some twentyfive years ago. Several of the early footnotes are not reliable.
A seventeen page appendix includes two treaties with the Navaho that
are not included in the government document.
The editor obviously spent a great deal of time in preparing the Simpson
Journal for publication, but unfortunately the reader is left in the dark
about the quality of his version: Is it a more reliable transcription than
the serial document?

FRANK D. REEVE
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WAR EAGLE, A LIFE OF GENERAL EUGENE CARR. By James T. King.
Lincoln: The University of Nebraska Press, 1963. Pp. 323. Illus.,
bibliog., maps. $6.00.
THIS BIOGRAPHY seeks to reveal both the kind of life led by General
Eugene A. Carr, as well as his "precise role" in the history of the American frontier. The author, James T. King, achieves the former aim in his
study, but is less successful with the latter. He regards Carr as a significant
contributor to the destruction of the Indian barrier to westward 'expansion
and, in many respects, as an example of a "typical frontier officer." Dr.
King therefore devotes eight of his twelve chapters to Carr's post-Civil
War career. But whether or not "War Eagle" was a representative frontier
officer is not made clear, partly because the book fails to resolve the problem 6f establishing Carr's typicality while focusing on his importance. Nor
does the General emerge as a well-delineated character who captures the
.
reader's interest, despite a long and colorful career.
Some aspects of that career were indicated by Carr himself in 1890.
when he wrote:
I have been nearly 40 years in service, of which above 30 [were] west of the
Mississippi, and over 8 of these without a roof, & some without a tent-37to
40 fights (16 Indian, 13 since the War)-2 Sieges-4 times hit: through 4
Cholera epidemics-Health injured 4 times by malarious climates-marched
24,000 miles & over-Travelled 110,000 & more-&c &c.

He failed to mention five brevets won in the Civil War and, as yet, he had
not received ~he Congressional Medal of Honor for his part in the battle of
Pea Ridge in 1862.
Service in the field was Carr's forte. From his first Indian fight in 1854
to the Ghost Dance tragedy in 1891, t~e General felt happiest when in the
saddle, and least contented when he found his energies pent up in garrison.
His predilection for field service stemmed partly from a strong sens'e of
duty, a trait which Dr. King regards as the salient aspect of Carr's character. But, the General's belief in the cheerful acceptance of duty frequently
applied more to underlings than to himself-because Carr disliked being
a subordinate and often proved a poor one. His intercourse with superiors
was "frank to the point of tactlessness," breeding an antagonism that Dr.
King believes probably retarded his promotion. Whether or not such was
the case, Carr gradually developed strong feelings that his superiors were
hostile to him and showed extreme sensitivity when not given his due.
His candid self-assertion either created or aggravated much of the ' strife
that troubled parts of a checkered career. Criticism of his character and
conduct are diligently and fairly presented by the author who, despite his
sympathy for Carr, never lapses into dogmatism or adulation.
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Dr. King, author of several articles for popular magazines and newspapers, owns a very informal, readable style-a prose that may strike some
scholars as too colloquial (e.g. "the situation was ugly"). Never pontifical,
but often superficial, the author labors admirably to achieve the difficult
balance between "popular" and "academic" historiography. That he has
not mastered the art sterns partly from an insufficiency of material on the
subjeCt, as well as his seeming reluctance to discard a single research
note. This latter fault conspires to give his work the stamp of a reconditioned doctoral dissertation.
Frequent and detailed quotations from official and family documents will
tax the patience of many readers. For example, to prove the absence of
Indian activity around Fort McPherson in July, 1870, the narrative is
burdened by excerpts from scouting reports; One of them reads: "One
pony track was seen but it was old and doubts were entertained as to its
being ridden. Mr. Cody who accompanied me inclined to the opinion that
the horse was loose." (Pp. 121-122)'. Such straining, to incorporate the
trivia of research, or to achieve superfluous precision, sometimes borders
on pedantry-as when the author writes: "The temperature crept up to
120 degrees Fahrenheit" (p. 137); or when 'he includes minutiae such as
this:
There was at least one bright spot in Carr's summer at Camp Lowell, however,
for on May 8 he was notified by telegram, which had been carried overland.for'
five days, that he had become the father of another boy on May 2. He was
named Frank Angelo, the middle name being the closest Carr could come to
that of Mary's mother Angelene. (P. 13'7)

Besides much tedious detail, some peopl,e may resent a mildly didactic
tone that occasionally patronizes the reader. In one place the author says:
"[Carr] turned his thoughts to what the future might hold for his fourday-old son, and in passing revealed much about himself . . ." Then a
portion of the quotation is explained (pp. 76-77).
Although the study is adequately documented, it is regretta1;>le that
footnotes are consigned to the back of the book. In a few places, documentation is inconsistent. On the one hand, Dr. King neglects to document a
statement 'that Carr sometimes concealed his plans from Indians by issuing verbal orders in French (p. 5), while on the other" he bothers to cite a
well-known study to support a commonplace description of Apaches (pp.
126-127). Flaws such as these are neither major nor frequent, but they
tend to weaken confidence in the judgment of the author.
This also holds true for the bibliography. It is ambiguously and awkwardly constructed, and has neither explanatory comments nor annotated
entries (but does have typographical errors). The bibliography appears
limited, to materials from which the author drew evidence. But the pres-
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ence of such popularized books as PaulL Wellman's Death in the Desert
and Death in the Prairie, and Fairfax Downey's Indian-Fighting Army, in
the "Secondary Works" section, hints at the inclusion of "suggested readings."Furthermore, books and periodicals appear under both "Secondary
Works" and "Primary Sources," with several of the periodicals listed as
secondary containing information of a primary nature. Seven newspapers
are also cited-but without dates or articles consulted. On the other hand,
the primary sources boast a respectable assortment of materials-both published and unpublished-from a variety of repositories, including the National Archives. However, reports of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
or of the Secretary of the Interior are absent-although the latter source
for the year 1868 is cited in a footnote.
Of much greater significance is the omission of maps-save for two from
the National Archives that embellish the inside of the front and back
covers~ 'They are of very limited value. Although the lack of adequate
maps is a serious deficiency in a study of this type, the reader will welcome six black and white plates of General Carr and companions. Of good
quality, they are one of the exceptions to an undistinguished job of publishing. Dr. King's labors deserve a better package than his publishers have
given them.
In conclusion, War Eagle is a readable and generally competent survey
of its subject, but one that seems destined to a limited audience. That is,
the general reader probably will find the book too detailed and academic,
while the mature student of frontier history will consider it too unsophisticated and variable in quality.
LESSING N OHL

AL SIEBER, CHIEF OF SCOUTS. By Dan L. Thrapp. Norman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1964. Pp. xvi, 432. lIlus., map, bibliog., index. $6.95.
IN THE LONG HISTORY of Indian warfare, the United States Army encountered no more deadly or elusive foe than the Apaches and no terrain
more hostile to military operations than the mountains and deserts of the
Southwest. West Point textbooks taught nothing about Indian fighting,
and even the informal techniques evolved in other theaters of Indian warfare had little validity against these "tigers of the human species" in their
mountain strongholds. General George Crook threw away the books and
devised his own unconventional methods. He reasoned that only an Apache
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could catch an Apache, and he tried it with, in the end, decisive effect.
But without a very special brand of leadership the Indian auxiliaries were
unreliable and dangerously unpredictable. A handful of officers and civilian
frontiersmen furnished this leadership. The civilian scouts proved indispensable. A good scout knew Apaches and knew the country. He could
control and direct Apache scouts and he could outguess and run down
Apache hostiles. And, sometimes of nearly equal importance, he could
influence the actions of the army officers without offending their dignity,
then diffidently let the credit for success fall to them.
Such a man was Al Sieber, by all odds the champion scout of them all.
He figured prominently, frequently decisively, in most of the military
operations against the Arizona Apaches from 1870 to 1885. In the sharp
Tonto Basin campaign of 1872 and the succession of scouts based on
Camp Verde that followed, he guided more than one young officer to his
first triumph and saved others from a first disaster. The Victori6 outbreak
of 1879"80 again found Al in the forefront of the pursuit, and at Big Dry
Wash two years later he played a heroic role. And finally, he helped
Crook run down Geronimo, missing only the final thrust, organized by
General Miles, that brought the wily renegade leader to his final surrender
in 1886. Thereafter, Sieber managed the scouts at San Carlos until the
tragic encounter with the Apache Kid that left Al a cripple and launched
the Indian on a criminal career of legendary proportions.
All this and more Dan Thrapp chronicles in this exhaustively researched and well-told biography of Sieber. It is surely the most definitive
work ever done or likely to'be done on the famous scout. Yet it is not
really a biography, for Sieber, like most of his contemporaries, left a trail
often impossible to follow. Rather, Thrapp has produced a history of
the Arizona Apache conflict in which AI Sieber emerges whenever the
sources permit but from which he frequently disappears for disconcertingly long periods. Although at times lured into excessive digression, Mr.
Thrapp has nonetheless performed the double service of delineating so far
as possible the character and achievements of AI Sieber and at the same
time presenting an eminently authorative, cohe~ent, and readable account
of a terribly confusing subject that has, more often, than not, overtaxed
the powers of synthesis and organization of others who have attempted it.
This is a notable book, recommended for the serious student as well as
the casual reader.
ROBERT

M.

UTLEY
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BE IT ENACTED: THE CREATION OF THE TERRITORY OF ARIZONA. By B.
Sacks. Phoenix: Arizona Historical Foundation, 1964. Pp. xvi, 200.
lIlus., maps, index_ $7.50'
THE EFFORTS of residents of New Mexico south of the Jornada del
Muerto and the region around the old Spanish settlement of Tucson to
form the Territory. of Arizona is here told in detail for the first time, with
attention to both the local and national scene. Mineral wealth was the
chief economic interest that motivated seekers after territoriality, and the
problem of slavery was the chief obstacle to success. Mter the withdrawal
of the southern states from the Union in 1861-62, the mining interest became dominant because of the prospect of the Federal Government's
sec~ring additiopal sinews of war from this far southwestern region.
The first proposal for a new territory was introduced into the New Mexico Legislature in 1855 by James Lucas, but it was buried in committee.
(See A. Feather, 'The Territories of Arizona," NMHR, 39 (1964), pp. 1631.) Sylvester Mowry, soldier turned politician, was outstanding in the
struggle from 1857 to 1860; then Charles Poston emerged as the chief
figure and received the accol~de, "Father of Arizona." This overempqasis
has been rectified by the author, whose work reveals the importance of
Samuel P. Heintzelman and William Wrightson in the legislative struggle
in Wa9hington.
The book is handsomely illustrated with reproductions of petitions for
territoriality, congressional reports, convention meetings, constitutions, and
photos of the many persons who were of prime influence, all crowned
with a facsimile copy of the Act of territoriality, duly signed and approved
by Abraham Lincoln, this last in a pocket along with two maps of the
proposed territory.
The text is a reprint from Vol. 5 of Arizona and the West, whose editor
encouraged the author to prepare this study for publication, and well that
he did. It is a handsome, well-researched book which ought to be influential
in eliminating the misuse of the terms "amateur" and "professional" historian from the vocabulary of those who read, write, and talk history. Good
history is where you find it, and an historian is an historian.
In closing, a statement concerning the New Mexico-Arizona boundary
merits comment: To say that "later surveys fixed the eastern boundary
[of Arizona] more precisely at 109°2'" is not quite to the point. When
Arizona was created, Washington was the base point for surveys, and
the boundary was 32° west from Washington. In 1912 the government
adopted the Greenwich base, and the boundary established at 32° does,
if one wishes to indulge in mathematics, measure out as above.
FRANK D. REEVE
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THE TRANSPORTATION FRONTIER: TRANS-MISSISSIPPI WEST, 1865-189°'
By Oscar Osburn Winther. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1964. Pp. xiv, 224. IlIus., maps, notes, index'! $6.00.
PROFESSOR WINTHER'S survey of western transportation during the quartercentury following the Civil War forms part of the projected eighteenvolume series, Histories of the American Frontier, edited by Ray Allen
Billington. The book, like the series, is designed to provide a short, readable
account of a particular phase of frontier history and, at the same time, furnish bibliographical guidance to young students. Both of these objectives
seem ably attained in this volume.
The author has viewed western transportation in a wide definition, as
illustJ;ated by the topics that form his chapter divisions. After two brief
segments to "set the stage," Professor Winther devotes three major chapters
to freighting and staging on the overland trails and their branches. A single
chapter describes post-war steamboating on western waters. There· then
follow three chapters about western railroading, a chapter relating the
hazards of western travel, and a final, concluding description of the coming of improyed roads.
Two features of the book strike this reviewer as particularly valuable.
The first is the emphasis the author places on the continuing significance
of wagon freighting and stagecoaching throughout the years under consideration. It is obvious that we have too often followed the bullwhackers
and stagedrivers only to the moment when the first transcontinental railroad was completed. We have assumed that after 1869 the older forms
of transportation and travel then withered away, replaced by the newer
modes. Professor Winther demonstrates the errors in such simplified
statements. The coaches ,and wagons still had work to do, connecting towns
with the. new railroads, complementing, if not always competing with the
railroads. What was true in large measure of older land transport methods
was also true, to a lesser extent, of steamboat traffic on the western rivers.
A second admirable feature of the book is the carefulness with which
the author illustrates statements with specific details. Such items as horse
harnesses, methods of driving multiple teams, the dangers and casualties
from steamboat, stagecoach, and early railroad travel are described in
graphic, sometimes statistical, detail.
A few flaws mar the volume. Denver was settled by gold seekers in the
winter of 1858-59, not 1857-58 (p. 12). The fi?aps are rather poorly executed (unlike the illustrations, which are well chosen and reproduced).
The large, double-paged map of western railroads, circa 1890 (pp. 118-119)'
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is difficult to use; the end paper map of wagon roads ~s off register and
messily blurred.
But these are minor complaints. As a whole the book is a fine demonstration of the possibilities of combining sound historical research and graceful writing to produce a short survey bf a major aspect of western history.
CARL U BBELOHDE

NAVAHOS HAVE FIVE FINGERS. By T. D. Allen. The Civilization of the
American Indian Series, Number 68. Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1963. Pp. xiv, 249. Bibliog., illus., index, map. $4-95.
T. D. Allen is a corporate name for the husband-and-wife writing team
of Terry and Don Allen. The AlIens are not anthropologists, sociologists,
nor medical doctors although they are thoroughly at home with the writings of Navaho specialists in these fields. Their book is a warm, sympathetic, and authentic account of modern Navaho life.
In the spring and summer of 1955 and again in 1956 the AlIens were
invited to substitute for a nurse at the Tselani Health Center, and outstation of the Presbyterian Mission at Ganado, Arizona. Navahos Have
Five Fingers is their account of this experience and the title sums up their
"not very profound" but nonetheless important discovery that Navahos
are people like everyone else. The book has two major virtues and many
lesser ones. The first is that it does convincingly portray Navahos as human
beings, no better, no worse than their white contemporaries. Secondly, it is
one of the few popular accounts of Navaho acculturation to appear since
the 1940'S. .
The style is anecdotal and effective. Readers who might find Kluckhohn, Vogt, Reichard, or the Leightons too heavy will learn much about
the mores and attitudes of this largest of the American Indian tribes. No
matter how strange or different their customs may be, the Allens constantly point out, they have a rationale which must be understood and
. accepted if there is to be any lasting and truly fruitful work done among
them. A sense of humor and an appreciation of their "innate dignity as
human beings" are as requisite for success as technical knowledge.·
This is an optimistic book, but not naively so. Though there are many
problems ahead the' AlIens are convinced that the traditional Navaho
potential for change and assimilation is once again asserting itself after the
period of resentment and withdrawal that accompanied the sheep reduction program of the 1930'S and 1940'S The People want education, many
are desirous of medical help, some are willing to listen to the advice of con-
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servation officials. They are changing and changing rapidly. If the AlIens
have any axe to grind it is simply that the past must not be repeated. Between the extremes of dictation and mollycoddling ~ policy must be worked
out which will place the responsibility for the future on Navaho shoulders.
This is a good book for those who are interested in Navahos and Indians
generally. It is spritely, well-organized and handsomely published.
LAWRENCE C. KELLY

FLORENTINE CODEX: GENERAL HISTORY OF THE THINGS OF NEW SPAIN.
By Fray Bernardino de Sahagun. Book I I: Earthly Things. Translated
from the Aztec into English by Charles E. Dibble and Arthur J. O.
Anderson. (No. 14, Pt. 12.) Santa Fe: The School of American Research and the University of Utah, 1963. Pp. xx, 297. Illus., notes, index
of Nahuatl terms. $15.00.
LACKING NOW ONLY the publication of Book 6 and a volume of index and
commentary, one of the major scholarly enterprises of our times has taken
a large step toward completion with the issue of Book 1 I, among the
longest divisions of Sahagun's great History. Comparison of the original
Nahuatl and the parallel English of Dibble and Anderson with Sahagun's
own Spanish version is here, as always, interesting.
Quantitatively, the difference between the Nahuatl and the Spanish
versions is usually not very great. The Spanish is more laconic, with occasional outright omission of passages which in one case amount to as
much as a chapter; and from time to time the Spanish adds something not
to be found in the Nahuatl.
Omissions which are very slight in length, however, may be of considerable importance. On leafing through Book lIthe reviewer again, as
in the case of every previous volume in the series, found something unexpected and of immediate utility, this time illustrating neatly the differences between the two original versions.
Book II is an Aztec natural history. One would expect this to be of
deep interest to modern natural scientists, perhaps even more to logicians
and historians of science. What one does not expect to find here is material useful in a study of the role played by the Mixtec people in Mexican
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ancient history. Chapter Twelve describes "the different kinds of water and
the different kinds of earth."
Making a quick English version of a single paragraph of this chapter
from the fine 1938 Robredo edition of Sahagun's Spanish, we have:
"All the area around Mexico City is called Mexicatlalli, the land of
Mexico. The provinces where the Totonacs live are called Totonacatlalli.
The Tarascan provinces are called Michoacatlalli. The provinces where
the Mixtecs live are called Mixtecatlalli, meaning land of the Mixtecs.
The southern provinces near the sea, in this New Spain, they call
Anahuacatlalli; they are a land of mountains and gold, of feathers etc.
Where the Chichimecs live, the provinces are called Chichimecatlalli, and
this is a very poor, sterile region, where all the means of subsistence are
scarce."
This single paragraph is in fact a resume of the corresponding and
rather more colorful Nahuatl original, which Dibble and Anderson render:
"MEXICATLALLI. It is the City of Mexico and the land which belongs
to it-all which pertains to the Mexican nation, to the Mexicans who live
on it. It is a good place, a favorable place.
"TOTONACATLALLI. It is the land on which live the· Totonaca. It is hot,
a hot place, a productive place, a rich place, a place of Bowers, a land of
fruitS. It is a place of quick death; it is not a place to grow old in. It is a
place of sweating, a place of Bies, a place of wild beasts.
"MICHOACATLALLI. On it live the Michoaca. It is an esteemed placesalubrious, a place to grow old in, a cool place, in some places warm. The
people of Michoacan are prudent, able; they are weavers of designs.
"MIXTECATLALLI. This is the land on which dwell the Mixteca-all the
Pinome, the Chontals, the Nonoalca. Those of the land of the Mixteca are
experienced; they have knowledge; they have knowledge of green stones.
"ANAUACATLALLI. This lies by [and] near the sea; it is a-land of wealth,
of riches.
"CHICHIMECATLALLI. On this dwell the Chichimeca. It is a place of
misery, pain, suffering, fatigue, poverty, torment. It is a place of dry rocks,
of failure; a place of lamentations; a place of death from thirst; a place of
starvation. It is a place of much hunger, of much death. It is to the north."
Two points of genuine importance are made in the Nahuatl version with
reference to the Mixtec peoples, and are left out of the Spanish.
. I. For the Aztecs, the people of the Mixtec region were experienced.
This suggests that the relationship of the Aztecs to them was indeed, as
several authors have proposed, that of student to teacher; in comparison to
the Aztecs, the Mixtecs were old in the ways of civilization.
2. In the land of the Mixtecs there lived several peoples who for some
reason had different names, such as Pinome, Chontal [ch6chon in the
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Nahuatl], and Nonoalca. Interpretation of a number of early documents
is made possible only by the disc;overy of such identifications as this.
Parenthetically, it is hard to see why Dibble and Anderson have chosen
to translate chOchon as Chontal. There still exist two Indian groups called
Chontal-one in Tabasco and one in Oaxaca. Neither is related linguistically to the Mixtecs, and neither is close geographically to them. But the
Chochos (Chochon, Chuchon, Chocholteca, Chocho-Popoloca) still live
in the heart of the Mixtec region and are quite close linguistically to the
Mixtecs as well. Some chronicles, in addition, specify clearly that certain
Nonoalcas migrated to the Chocho-Popolocaregion of northern Oaxaca and
southern Puebla. Perhaps Dibble and Anderson, remembering that the
Chontal of Tabasco are in one of 'the several regions which at one time or
another have been referred to as Nonoalco, or land of the Nonoalcas,
changed the nam~ ChOchon to Chontal for that reason plus some other
which remains unknown to me; but the resulting wholesale transportation
of Oaxaca people to Tabasco really seems unnecessary.
. A great virtue 6f this edition is that the parallel columns of Nahuatl
and English provide readers most conveniently with the materials for such
disagreements as the present one.
Having thus slightly but importantly abbreviated the Nahuatl, Sahagun
went on to compensate in the next section by adding in Spanish a four-page
note on idolatry, which is entirely absent from the Nahuatl, leaving out
the translation of much of the description of various mountains in the
Nahuatl version to make room for it. Then, in place oE the Nahuatl descriptions of various kinds of stone, roads, and buildings-all of great
archaeological interest-he inserts in the Spanish version a rambling but
interesting account of ,the "road" taken by the Church; much of it is in an
unaccustomed first person, and even the date and place of writing (November 8, 1576, in Tlatelolco) are specified.
. Book I I is not the first in the series to provide comparative materials
for the history of science and thought. A fascinating study could be made
with Sahagun's material for Aztec classification of nature, plus data from
such works as the Alvarado and C6rdova dictionaries of sixteenth-century
Mixtec and Zapotec. Modern Indian lexicons also retain some ancient
classifications in their word forms.
JOHN

PADnOCK
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THE KING DANCED IN THE MARKETPLACE. By Frances Gillmor. Tucson:
University of Arizona Press, 1964. Pp. xvi, 271. Illus., map, geneal.
table, index. $6.50'
WHILE WRITTEN as a biography of the ruler of Mexico-Tenochtitlan,
Moteczuma IIhuicamina, this book might as properly have been
entitled The Rise of the Aztec Empire. The study covers the years of
Huehue Moteczuma's life, 1398-1468, during which period the people
of the island city overcame servitude to become sovereign in the Valley
of Mexico. This was the period which witnessed the shift in the balance
of power from the Tepaneca of Azcaputzalco to Mexico-Tenochtitlan and
Texcoco; the subsequent economic and military expansion northward and
southward from the Valley of Mexico.
Three features of the book are deserving of special notice and commendation as they serve to give the study its unique character.
This biography is also a history of the Valley of Mexico, and as such,
differs from the aboriginal sources which furnish the data. The native
chronicler depicted events primarily in terms of their own city or tribe.
Hence we have a history of Texcoco, a history of Cuauhtitlan, but their
ethnocentric bias precluded any tendency to see the Valley as a unit of
cultural development. Dr. Gillmor has judiciously relied almost exclusively
upon Valley of Mexico sources and the center of interest is one man from
Mexico-Tenochtitlan. Still the Valley of Mexico is clearly the setting
and the multiple ties and rivalries between the separate cities are stressed.
The study has the stamp of authenticity and is amply supported by
references to the native sources. Its pleasing narrative style may obscure the
care with which the author has documented every important detail of her
story. As examples: "They carried shields and weapons into battle for more
seasoned soldiers," (p. 72), is derived from a study of the Codex Mendoza;
"They spread long nets above the surface of the water to catch the low
flying night birds, and at daybreak waded far out into the shallow water
to find what they had caught," (p. 27), is based on a careful study of
the Mapa de Santa Cruz.
A second feature is the author's selection of the illustrative material
from the native codices and the order in which these illustrations are
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presented to the reader. Aztec codices have recently been called picture
manuscripts or narrative drawings, which is a way of stressing the fact that
the glyphs serve mainly to recall events, the details being supplied by a
corresponding oral tradition. After the conquest the oral traditions which
supplemented the codices became the annals which are quoted, or cited
in the notes, to support the author's text. We .are thus able to consult
this book in much the same manner as the native scholars consulted their
codices. As a clear example the illustrations accompanying Chapter Thirteen are taken from the Codex Telleriano Remensis. Gillmor's text for.
this chapter amplifies the illustrations and corresponds to the oral elucidation which a pre-conquest scholar would have supplied upon viewing this
section of the T elleriano Remensis.
Thirdly, the extent to which one language can be phrased to reflect the
style of another language: The author has admirably presented the metaphor, rhythm and beauty of the Nahuatl language. "They charged him
with the burden of rule" (p. 27); "By my lance I earned it" (p. 50); "We
carryon our backs ropes and planting sticks to serve the Mexica" (p.60);
"And he has thrown down his woven mat "and his seat everywhere"(p.
. 81); "We come under your shadow. You are a great ahuehuetl tree beneath
whose shade we find the freshness of your love" (p. 96). These are but a
few examples of the many contained in the book which reflect Nahuatl
literary style and choice of metaphor.
The King Danced in the Marketplace reveals Dr. Gillmor's many years
of study in Mexico, her intimate knowledge of every hill and hamlet in
the Valley of Mexico and the gracious advice and counsel she has always
received from Mexico's scholars. In style, detail and accuracy, The King
Danced in the Marketplape is a delightful and scholarly book.
CHARLES E. DIBBLE

VASCO DE QumOGA AND HIS PUEBLO-HoSPITALS OF SANTA FE. By Fintan
B. Warren, a.p.M. Washington, D.C.: Academy of American Franciscan History, 1963. Pp. viii, 133. Illus., facs., geneal. table, index. $6.00.
IN THE UNITED STATES the story of Spain in America too often is told in
terms of Samuel Shellabarger's Captain from Castile, the Dick and Jane
version of the conquest. In Latin America, Diego Rivera's interpretation
frequently attracts more attention than the scholarship of two generations.
Thus in either hemisphere, for different reasons, the mention of "Spanish
colonies" still evokes the image of brutal Spaniards in search of gold
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driving Indians beyond their strength straight into death's maw. In the
background stands a priest making the sign of the cross, a trace of a sly
smile playing at the corners of his mouth. Unhappily, this "gold, glory,
and gospel" interpretation has some foundation in fact, making it doubly
difficult to get things in their proper places. Now, Father Warren adds
another chunk of evidence that belies the popular notion of Spain's effort
in the New World.
Vasco de Quiroga's work fits into Spain's long tradition of humanitarian
idealism. Broadly educated, he first turns up in history in 1525, serving
the crown in North Africa. Five years later he received an appointment as
judge of tIle audiencia of New Spain. In the colony, like other compassionate men before him, he was appalled at the position of the Indians 'and
decided to establish for their relief the pueblo-hospitals. As Warren explains, the word "hospital" has a close kinship to the word "hospitality."
Thus Quiroga's hospitals were not restricted to the lame, the halt, and the
blind but were for "the achievement of social, philanthropic, and religious
ends." He founded the hospitals near Mexico City and Michoacan, following the pattern found in Thomas More's Utopia. But trouble came.
Authorities in Mexico City and wealthy landholders disputed Quiroga's
right to land and feared his influence with the natives. Despite all, Quiroga
prevailed and, in doing so, displayed the best of Spain's blood: a stubborn,
dedicated man giving much of his life and goods to elevate the spiritual
and cultural level of natives struck dumb by the conquest.
Warren's main contribution is more apparent in the bibliography than
in the narrative. Patiently, methodically he ransacked the archives of
Spain and Mexico looking for untapped sources. He found lfttle that is
new. But by spending those eye-straining, back-breaking hours with sixteenth-century manuscripts, he has made it unnecessary for anyone else
to undertake the task. Also, his study strips away the nonsense that other
historians, driving a thesis, have seen fit to attach to the life of Quiroga.
And finally, he has corrected a number of errors committed by those less
skilled in paleography.
The weakness of the book is the prose. Cumbersome to begin with, Warren has burdened it with Spanish terms, making much of the story incomprehensible to those outside the profession. What, for example, are the
uninitiated to make of a sentence that begins (p. 65): "On January 29,
1562, the cabildo instructed its procurador mayor to ask the audiencia for
the proceso ... "?
LOUIS

E.

BUMGARTNER
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Kin and Clan, by Adolph F. Bandelier, 8 pp. 1882. $5.
The Stone Lions of Cochiti, by 1. Bradford Prince, 22 pp., illus. 1903· $3.
Journal of New Mexico Convention Delegates to Recommend a Plan of
Civil Government, September, 1849.22 pp. 1907. $1.
Early Vaccination in New Mexico, by Lansing B. Bloom, 12 pp. 1924- $1.
In Memory of 1. Bradford Prince, by F. W. Clancy, 15 pp. 1923. $1.
The Spanish Language in New Mexico and Southern Colorado, by A. M.
Espinosa, 41 pp. 191 1. $2.
Colonel Jose Francisco Chaves, 1833-19°4, by Paul Walter, F. W. Clancy
and M. A. Otero, 17 pp., ilIus. 1927. (Spanish or English) $1.

ADDRESS ORDERS AND INQUffiIES TO
. THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO PRESS
JOURNALISM 220
ALBUQUJ!!RQUE, NEW MEXICO 87106
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HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF NEW MEXICO NOTES

AT ARECENT MEETING called by the Society a format for a proposed guide to manuscripts and records (public and private) in
repositories throughout New Mexico was adopted. This is planned
as a descriptive directory to the location of collections rather than a
detailed index of these collections.
Those present were Dr. Victor Westphall, President, Historical
Society of New Mexico; Mr. David Otis Kelley, Librarian, Universityof New Mexico; Miss Eleanor B. Adams, Research Associate in History and Editor of NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW,
University of New Mexico; Dr. Myra Ellen Jenkins, Senior
Archivist, State Records Center; Mr. George A. Johnston, Assistant Archivist, State Records Center; Mr. William Michael
Mathes, Special Collections Librarian, University of New Mexico; Mrs. Mildred A. Barrett, Assistant Librarian, New Mexico
State University; Mr. Orin W. Hatch, Reference Libr~rian, Eastern New Mexico University; and Mrs. Harriett Richardson of
the Socorro Historical Society.
The following classification was adopted:
I) PRIVATE PAPERS: Arranged alphabetically by collection key
word as generally known.
2) AUDIO RECORDINGS: Arranged alphabetically by collection key
word as generally known.
3) PUBLIC RECORDS: Spanish and Mexican Records arranged as
presently listed. Territorial and State Records arranged by
government branches such as executive, legislative, judicial,
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and, within these groups, by chronological order. County
Records follow.
4) PHOTOGRAPHS: Arranged alphabetically by collection key word
as generally known.
5) MAPS: Arranged alphabetically by collection key word as
generally known.
6) NEWSPAPERS: Arranged alphabetically by county and city
within county. Items listed in Wilma Loy Shelton's "Check
List of New Mexico Newspapers" will not be included.
Entry numbers will run consecutively throughout the guide, and
there will be a name and place index. Quantity designations will
be by the conventional terms as linear feet, cubic feet, and file
boxes, etc., now in use.
Further information concerning this project will be available
soon. If you have information about the location of documents,
or want data on this guide, please communicate with Dr. Victor
Westphall, President, Historical Society of New Mexico, Box
3327, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110.
LOUISE RuTZ, Bulletin Editor

/
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NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW
INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

)

THE EDITOR will be glad to consider manuscripts in accordance with the
established tradition of the NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, a quarterly
journal for the publication of legitimate historical material of New Mexican and regional interest. The region is understood to include the area
of the Spanish Colonial Viceroyalty of New Spain north from Mexico
City, since the earlier history of New Mexico is an integral part of the
history of the expansion of the northern frontier of New Spain. The
NMHR has always welcomed and will continue to welcome papers from
experts in other fields when they are slanted to the historical point of
view; anthropology, archaeology, art, economics, ethnology, geography,
law, music, and sociology come to mind, but do not necessarily exhaust
the possibilities in this regard. Memoirs, diaries, letters, and the like will
also be welcome. The submission of pertinent illustrations" maps, charts,
etc, for consideration with articles and other papers is invited. Manuscripts and other editorial communications should be addressed to the
Editor, NEW MEXICO HISTORICAL REVIEW, Zimmerman Library, u'niversity of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PREPARATION OF MANUSCRIPTS
I. Type on one side of 8lh by I I inch paper (preferably 16 lb. bond)
leaving ample margins all around, especially on the left hand side (20
spaces). DOUBLE-SPACE EVERYTHING, including quotations and footnotes.
Avoid dividing words at the ends of lines.
2. Type footnotes separately at the end of the article.
3. Number the pages serially throughout.
4. Type your name and address in the upper left-hand comer of the
first page. Type the title of the article in capitals two or three inches
from the top of the first page, followed by the author's or editor's name
on the next line:

Mary Browne

or

Edited by Tom Jones

Begin the text on the same page.
5. Submit the ribbon copy of the manuscript and keep at least one
carbon copy.
, 6. Short quotations should be enclosed in quotation marks and run
on in text. Long ones should be set off by extra space and indented on'
both margins, but NOT single-spaced; use no quotation marks. Use square
brackets for any material interpolated by the author or editor that does
not appear in the original text quoted.
7. Spelling will generally follow Webster's New International Dictionary, 2nd ed.
8. Underline foreign words only the first,time they appear, and when
necessary, define 'them. Do not italicize words considered Anglicized by
Webster's or Spanish words commonly used in subject matter of the
NMHR, e.g., acequia, adobe, alcalde, arroba, arroyo, audiencia, burro,
cabildo', canon, cedula, cienaga, conquista, conquistador, don, dona, fanega,
fray, legajo, legua, mesa, mina, padre, presidio, pueblo, torno, vara, viga,
villa, etc.
N.B. Fray, don, and dona are correctly used only before the given
name, never with the surname alone: Fray Alonso, or Fray Alonso de Posada, but Father Posada; Don Pedro or Don Pedro de Vargas, never Don
Vargas.
9. Plurals of Indian tribal names require no s: the Navajo, Aztec,
Pueblo, Hopi, etc.
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10. Citations in footnotes:
BOOKS: In the first reference give the author's or authors' names in normal
order, the title of the book, underlined, place and date of publication in
parentheses, volume, page or chapter numbers:

1. John Gregory Bourke, On the Border with Crook (New York, 1892),
p.6.

When necessary, indicate which edition or printing you are using:
2. W. H. Emory, Lieutenant Emory Reports: A Reprint of Lieutenant W.
H. Emory's Notes of a Milit~TY Reconnaissance, Introduction and notes by
Ross Calvin (Albuquerque, 1951), pp. 1-16.

When there is reason to note that the book has been published as part
of aseries:
3. Herbert E. Bolton, Coronado on the Turquoise Trail, Knight of Pueblos
and Plains (Coronado Cuarto Centennial Publications, 1540-1940, vol. I, Albuquerque, 1949), p. 101.

When only one work by an author is cited, subsequent references require
only the surname:
4. Bolton,p. 102.

If more than one work by the same author has been cited, use surname
and short title in subsequent references:
5. Bolton, Coronado, p. 108.
5. Bolton, Pageant, pp. 75-80.
/

When a citation immediately follows another citation to the same work
use Ibid.
ARTICLES: The author's name in normal order, the title of the article in
quotation marks, the name of the periodical, underlined, the volume or
volume numbers, and the year or years in parentheses. Cite the NEW
MEXICO HISTORICAL REvIEW as NMHR in all cases:
1. Charles W. Hackett, "Visitador Rivera's Criticisms of Aguayo's Work in
Texas," The Hispanic American Historical Review, vol. 16 (1936), pp. 162-72.
1. Alexander E. Jones, "Albert Pike as a Tenderfoot," NMHR, vol. 31
(1956), pp. 140-47.

In subsequent references use surname only, or surname and short title.

